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i just looked around and he's gone

MARTIN

LUTHER KING, }R. DAY, 2004. AND
Iowa Democratic caucus day. A depressing day for
this child of the sixties. If one thinks that public
officials should be passionate, truthful, and good,
and at least occasionally (or even potentially)
profound, then these are not sunny days. It's hard
for me to imagine how either Democrats or Republicans, not to mention those of us who have been
alienated from both parties for some time, could
feel good about our current slate of leaders. Not
like I remember it in the sixties, not a lot of greatness on display.
At dinner I ask my sixteen-year old son who
his heroes are. Had any other person asked him,
no doubt he would have answered, "My parents!"
(Had any other person asked him, no doubt he
would have answered.) But it was dinnertime and
he had already put in a long day. Finally, after
several minutes of silence, he replied, "The lead
singer of the band, Weezer." Why? Because he
worked very hard to get to where he is.
"Not Bono?"
"Nah, I don't like U2's music."
"Anyone else?"
"I could name some soccer players. Or Ian
Thorpe. Or Michael Johnson."
Sports figures and musical figures, admittedly
of some accomplishment. No political figures.
Typical teenager, typical dinner conversation.
In Heroism and the Christian Life: Reclaiming
Excellence, Brian Hook and R.R. Reno argue that
Christianity, rightly understood, demands heroism,
demands greatness, albeit heroic self-denial, greatness not as the world understands it. But heroism
itself, never mind the Christian heroism of selfdenial, is devalued in our culture, and Hook and
Reno identify three avenues of the devaluation of
greatness. First, they argue, is the democratization
of the heroic. Heroism should be within everyone's
reach. But this is possible only if greatness is
achieved merely by caring about somethinganything-very much, or merely by being true to

oneself. Secondly, heroism is sentimentalized, that
is to say, heroism becomes more a matter of how
we feel about a person than about a person's
worthiness to be admired. Of course I am a hero;
my son says so. (Or would say so, I'm sure, under
the appropriate conditions.) Finally, we identify
heroes or great persons by special incidents, rather
than by a consistent pattern of life. The hero is the
firefighter who dashes into the burning building to
save the child. We don't reflect upon how one
might become the sort of person who risks her life
for the sake of others. We assume that some people
just are that way, just are heroic by nature, and it is
historical accident that brings this latent character
to the fore. This culture is not conducive to the
pursuit of excellence.
In his inaugural lecture for the new Bach Institute at Valparaiso University (itself a heroic
endeavor), noted music historian Christoph Wolff
compared Bach to Isaac Newton. Newton's discoveries were great, he opined. But if Newton had not
made these discoveries, sooner or later someone
else would have. There would have been some
Newton, sooner or later. Not so with Bach, he
argued. The genius of Bach was such that it might
never have been. Why then, we may wonder, did
we have a J.S. Bach? Why did we have him when
we had him? Was there something different about
early Lutheranism that could produce a Bach? Is
there something about contemporary Lutheranism
that cannot yield a Bach?
But that is to get it wrong, or so we might interpret popular author Stephen King as having argued
at the National Book Awards ceremony in
November. King won the National Book Foundation's 2003 lifetime achievement award. That's a
significant accomplishment, but apparently not
good enough for King. He and his ilk-and he
named John Grisham, Tom Clancy, Mary Higgins
Clark, and Peter Straub-were not in competition
for the National Book Award. Instead, that award
has been reserved for authors of some gravity,

perhaps even greatness. In a rather long speech,
King lambasted the NBA judges for ignoring
popular authors and instead awarding authors
deliberately out of touch with their culture. Put
differently, as King would have it, the problem with
greatness-literary, musical, perhaps even political-is that it isn't what people really want. What
people want, what people will pay for, is "pretty
goodness," not greatness. Bach doesn't sell. Britney
does. (Alright, sometimes not even "pretty goodness.") Why should we care so much about
producing a Bach?
Should this popular preference for the good
over the great trouble us? Should we be bothered
that EMI Records has not renewed tenor Roberto
Alagna's recording contract while Toby Keith is
rolling in the gold? As Shirley Hazzard, who is a
great writer, responded to Stephen King, "I don't
think giving us a reading list of those who are most
read at this moment is much of a satisfaction."
Quite right, especially when we consider those who
might be read. To be sure, it is a good thing that
something is being read-a rare enough thing these
days-but one might prefer a world in which not
only were there readers aplenty, but plenty of good
writing being read.
Disappointing as it may be that in the future
we'll more easily hear the grunts and groans of
Eminem than the sonorous timbre of Alagna, it is
no cause for alarm so long as the Alagnas of the
world are still singing and being heard by audiences,

no matter how small. (The priest ought not give up
the prayers simply because no one else turns out
for them; there is always an unseen Audience.) And
there is reason to think that so long as there is
music, there will be some Alagna; so long as there
is writing there will be Hazzards as well as Kings.
Or so some philosophers have thought. John
Locke, for example: "I confess, there are some
men's constitutions of body and mind so vigorous,
and well framed by nature, that they need not much
assistance from others, but by the strength of their
natural genius, they are from their cradles carried
towards what is excellent; and by the privilege of
their happy constitutions, are able to do wonders."
Nature, or Nature's Author, will not leave the
human race without greatness.
Locke, however, continues: "But examples of
this kind are but few, and I think I may say, that of
all the men we meet with, nine parts of ten are what
they are, good or evil, useful or not, by their education." That education takes place in homes and
other social institutions, as well as schools, but it
also takes place in churches and in the church's
schools and universities. Few can be great, to be
sure, and the primary educational mission of the
church and her schools will remain to the many.
But, for the sake of the world, we should educate
not only for goodness, but for greatness as well. f

THE OLDEST ART
"Calvary itself . .. involves poiesis." David Jones

The rough wood splits and yaws
worn smooth in places
where hands, heads, buttocks, feet
of the crucified before Christ
rubbed and writhed and rested.
A well-used cross.
Borrowed, not bought.
Nothing new.
Not even the nails.
The ropes, rented.
The spear in the side, plagiarized.
All rehearsed ten thousand times,
revised ten thousand places,
until we got it just right
one good Friday,
fatal palimpsest of sorrow.

Angela O'Donnell
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writing Martin Luther

Martin E. Marty

AT THE TURN

OF THE MILLENNIUM, BOTH THE

late Life magazine and the Biography Channel featured lists of the purportedly most influential people of the past thousand years. Martin Luther
came in third, ahead of Darwin, Shakespeare, and
Marx. Of course, playing the "most influential
game" is as silly as it is fun. In this case, however,
it at least served as an alert to the public to take
Luther seriously in a context called variously postreligious, post-Christian, post-Western, post-modern, and almost every other kind of "post-" on
which one might hang a hat.
Not many years ago the sixteenth century professor of Old Testament had been cast on the heap
of carcasses labeled DWEMs (Dead White
European Males) by a generation that itself has by
now passed on into its own shadowlands of irrelevance. Sometimes I visit campuses where earlystage deconstruction and multiculturalism are
regarded as waves of the future, some years after
late versions of the same have had to go on the
defensive. Not that the "multi"-voices of Africa,
Asia, Latin America, or Native America have been
heard as much as they might or must be heard.
Not that the voices of the 1980s were all wrong in
their criticisms of "hegemonic" and dominant cultures. Not that European males merit exemption
from scrutiny. After all, or before all, in the century just past they gave us two world wars and a
legacy of colonialism whose deficits still cost us
moral interest. They generated murderous
philosophies such as Fascism, Nazism, and
Communism. Yet, that is not all that is in their heritage, and now we are again free to explore it. In
that company, Luther is receiving a new, and welldeserved, round of attention.
The new and, to my eye, generally accurate
and quite engrossing recent film, Martin Luther,
and a British-made television program on the same
subject evidence interest among audiences con

voked by electronic media. Literarily, the monumental three-volume biography of Martin Luther
by Martin Brecht, Englished and published by
Fortress Press between 1985 and 1993, has
appealed, as it should, to the scholarly world. The
flow of monographs on Luther and his impact
seems unceasing. (I was told that in libraries of the
West there are as many entries for Luther as for
Napoleon and Lincoln, the other list-leaders; I
have not been able to confirm this.) But biographies for the public are few. Go into a library and
ask for a straight-out life of Luther, and you are
likely to be guided to Roland Bainton's half-century-old classic, the always worth reading Here I
Stand. Two signals of renewed popular interest in
Luther are short biographies by fellow-Lutherans
James M. Kittelson and James A. Nestingen, the
latter designed to accompany the new Luther film.
Kittelson and Nestingen were able to incorporate
insights from the work of those called "social historians" such as Steven Ozment, but they also
were able to bring theological nuance to their portrayals, as most social historians could not or did
not care to do.

To

OTHER RECENT BOOKS FROM

oUR

TIME

deserve mention and praise for the ways they have
occasioned fresh thinking about Luther. They both
have "between" in their titles. The late Heiko
Oberman, a titan among the scholars, called his
Luther: Man Between God and the Devil, and
Richard Marius named his Martin Luther: The
Christian Between God and Death. Without question, the devil and death shadowed everything
Luther wrote and said and did, but by casting his
life against those two cosmic themes these historians had to slight many ordinary things about him.
For instance Marius, a superb stylist, a fine biographer (of Thomas More, his hero), and a despis-

er of Luther, all but reduces Luther to a "nothingrevisit old scholarly haunts and to catch up on a
but" sort, someone preoccupied with almost nothliterature that through the decades has kept posing
ing but death. Marius had to slight the extraordinew questions for students of Luther and the
nary in Luther's thought, the strong resurrection
Reformation. It also forced me to revisit Luther-an
and life themes that animated him.
themes in the light of cultural contexts that kept
On this terrain of publishing achievements
me from seeing this subject as a "modern."
the editors at Penguin Books asked me to write
Martin Luther for their series of lives. Viking
Penguin editors tend to select authors broadly
CONSULTED BY AIJfHORS OF MEMOIRS
associated with their subjects, but not career-long
and autobiographies I have often quoted publisher
specialists who, in some ways, might have gotten
William Sloan, who said to such: "I will not read
so close to these figures that they cannot well proyou to find out about you. I want to find out about
vide some of the distance that permits a perspecme, and will use you as the mirror." That sounds
tive to develop. In this series Luther joins
narcissistic, and out of context it could be deadenChurchill, Napoleon, Newton, Dante, Lincoln,
ing. In context, Sloan was reminding us that lives,
Darwin, and many more. Maybe to spice things
also as they appear in biographies, make sense to
up, there are also lives of Branda, Warhol, and
us when we can somehow connect them, positiveElvis Presley. Notables as varied as
ly as well as negatively, with our
John Keegan, Paul Johnson, Roy
own experience and perceptions.
Will readers grasp the
Blount, Jr., Jane Smiley, and R. W.
If the biographer does well, that
of
a
intrinsic
relevance
B. Lewis are among the authors.
connecting can occur even when
life interestingly lived stories of people from remote
times and places speak to us.
long ago in this day
AM NOT ALONE IN NAMING
when talk-show hosts~ Martin Luther became my chalGarry Wills' life of Augustine so
lenge. At the risk of giving much
therapists~
advertisers~
far the most notable in the series.
of the plot away and rather than
and politicians-those try to cover all the themes and
(There I go, also playing the
"most" game!) Wills had to make
only extrinsically con- events that appear in this Penguin
the case for "his" Augustine
Lives life, let me here concentrate
nected with their
against the background of Peter
on a few central problems and
lives-clamor for
Brown's biography, a paragon for
how I address them in this book.
their
attention?
writers of "lives" and on subjects
of early Christian history. Brown
* **
subsequently reviewed Wills favorably. I can
Martin Luther was not a modern, not that being a
hope that the career-long specialists on Luther
modern is all that attractive to everyone. What
will be as patient with me, an intruder on their
matters here is that contemporary biographers are
turf, as others were with Wills. I think that critics
tempted to promote the relevance of their subjects
by making them appear as if they would be immewill catch on by the end of page one of Martin
Luther that the assignment to authors of religious
diately at home and recognized in a world such as
figures in this series is to keep in mind a diverse
ours, with its rock concerts, access to cyberspace,
audience that includes readers tabbed "secular."
psychoanalysis, stem cell research, opinion polls,
That means an audience that may be anti-reli"the inner child," the search for self-esteem, and
gious, non-religious, and other-religious, along
the like.
with those inside, in Wills' case, the Augustinian
Luther had enormous influence on the world
subsequent to his passing and in the era codeworld and, in mine, the Lutheran.
While in my graduate student days I concennamed modern, but if one must lock him into the
trated on Luther and the sixteenth century
kind of chronological caskets we historians use, he
through Masters Degree studies, my later vocation
was still at the hinge between "late-medieval" and
took me into modern American and, eventually,
"early-modern" sensibilities, events, and proglobal historical inquiries. So this assignment to
grams.
write about Luther was a welcome occasion to
Choosing to treat his life without interrupting

WFN
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did, fully aware that the particulars change in
the narrative every few paragraphs to demonstrate
every culture, and from individual to individual
that Luther is relevant and current involves taking
within cultures. So: here was Luther, in his world,
some risks and showing confidence in the imaginot ours, speaking to ours.
nation of serious readers. Will they grasp the
intrinsic relevance of a life interestingly lived long
ago in this day when talk-show hosts, therapists,
***
The revelation that Luther felt insecurity both
advertisers, and politicians-those only extrinsically connected with their lives-clamor for their
when he thought God was too close and when he
thought God was too far away is an easy connect
attention? .
Entry into a world where not everyone projfor most of us. His turmoil and his agenda make
little sense apart from the story of his tormented
ects the details of human history against a cosmic
conscience, his obsessive sense of guilt, his apparcast of characters such as Oberman's "devil" is not
ently pathological sense of a threatening and annieasy for contemporary readers. As for Marius's
hilating God. He was not alone in the history of
theme of "death," matters are not much simpler.
In a world where everyone dies-as Dr. Lewis
such worries. In the Bible, the Psalmist typically
manifested these features of life. Diaries, letters,
Thomas used to say when trying to get people to
talk about death, "There's a lot of it going around
and biographies from medieval Europe make clear
how menacing such attacks on the inner self
these days" -readers should be able to make sense
appeared in a world of the Black Death, the
of earlier acts of facing death and of dying. But
Crusades, vulnerability to feudal lordly maniacs,
then again, we now live in a world where technologically-leveraged medicine, hospital
and more. Luther lived in such a
insurance, palliative care, inoculaworld,
a world in which God's nearLuther lived in a
tion, and books on "a good death"
ness can be perceived as menace and
world where
provide a buffer, or at least an illusion
not only as grace. Do we?
God's nearness
John Osborne's play, Luther,
of a buffer, against our common fate.
can be perceived tried to cross the gap from contemas menace and
porary life to Luther's world by seeBIOGRAPHER OF LiiTHER ALSO
not only as grace. ing him in three various acts: first as
has to picture readers tempted to turn
someone who wanted to experience
Do we?
the existence of God; then as a suboff someone like him because, though
their own movies are full of grotesques and horject for psychoanalysis; and in the third act as a
rors, they do not live in a world haunted by polperson facing a world of absurdity. One gives
tergeists and demons. How can one find interest in
Osborne credit for thus trying to recreate him, but
then what is a writer to do when Luther comes
and empathy for someone in so spirit-filled a
across in his writings as someone for whom God
world? But in a century when sophisticates have litthe Existent is too close, too threatening, too capatle difficulty getting inside the horror of Picasso's
Guernica, the claustrophobia-inducing world of
ble of creating negative meanings in the stricken
Sartre's No Exit, the hells that playwright Edward
soul? How does one create empathy enough to
Albee and compulsive novelist Franz Kafka depictengage the reader in his life?
ed, and when slasher films are prime in popular
Happily, few of us give evidence of "making a
river of our beds" with tears, as the Psalmist and
culture, why should it be hard to come close to
Luther? Luther's living "between" man and the
Luther did. Guilt is a great animator and paralyzdevil or death should not seem inaccessible.
er in our time, but one cannot assume that it is
One asks: is his world, his myth, his cosmic
always theologically normed, born of fear of a
backdrop, so far removed from our imaginations
personal God who threatens hell. Hell shows up
and consciousness that he cannot speak to us,
as a subject of generalized belief among
although we are still at home with Dante's inferAmericans, many of whom believe a little bit in
no, Goethe's Faustian bargains, and the
everything, but data collected a half century ago,
Canterbury Tales? What the biographer has to
and re-confirmed at all the chronological stops
attempt, then, is to reach for universal human
since, shows that almost no one fears being
pushed into eternal punishment there.
themes, as Sartre and Kafka or Dante and Goethe

A

A US Catholic poll some years ago found that
a majority of Catholics included the category of
"hell" in their cognitive inventories, but when
pressed to designate someone who would be found
there, few came up with names beyond those of
Hitler and Stalin. In the world surrounding Luther,
however, hell was vivid, though Luther spent less
time than one might have expected showing concern for its temperature and furnishings.

psychotherapy. "That is secularized Methodism,"
he charged, something which touched only "a
small number of intellectuals, of degenerates, of
people who regard themselves as the most important thing in the world, and who therefore like to
busy themselves with themselves." The "ordinary
man, who spends his everyday life at work and
with his family, and of course with all kinds of
diversions, is not affected."
How to speak to this ordinary person in ordinary situations? Lutheran theologian Paul Holmer
said that when traveling he heard many Lutheran
E
VANGELISTS ON TELEVISION MAY ON OCCASION
preachers telling congregations and audiences not
preach hell-fire and damnation, but far less than
to try to please the angry God by their efforts.
the cartoonists and satirists suggest they do.
They should not try to get in good with God
Instead, to attract and hold audiences they have to
through merits. They should not rely on works,
advertise the imminent benefits of the moment
works, works. Holmer looked at dozing congregamore than any ultimate threats to the guilty. These
tions of comfortable suburbanites and asked,
benefits include membership in the company of
"Who's trying; who's working?"
the saved, material prosperity, and therapeutic
Here is Paul Tillich, speaking out of a
rewards. Sure enough, the God they picture is a
Lutheran tradition:
God of Law and laws, someone who is civilly and
Protestantism was born
politically necessary for citizens and their governments to
out of the struggle for the
In the world surrounding
doctrine of justification
ground the virtue and morality
Luther, however, hell was
by faith. This idea is
on which a constitutional
republic, as "our side" sees it,
vivid, though Luther spent strange to the man of
today and even to
must be based. Religious figless time than one might
ures may threaten that this
Protestant people in the
have expected showing
churches; indeed, as I
God will punish a wayward
concern for its temperature have over and over again
nation, but they then move on
and furnishings.
to other topics, usually offerhad the opportunity to
learn, it is so strange to
ing more benefits than the lossthe modern man that there were scarcely
es they threaten.
any ways of making it intelligible to him.
To the degree that all this is the case, histori. . . And we should not imagine that it
ans and biographers of such people as Luther have
will be possible in some simple fashion to
to work to make connections with the contempoleap over this gulf and resume our conrary reader. His constant themes that offer varianection with the Reformation again ....
tions on the cantus firmus, the foundation, nameThere is in the educated groups a comly justification by grace through faith, can sound
plete alienation from Luther and in the
like solutions that are useless because they address
problems people of today are not expected to
proletariat a determined hostility to him.
have. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, though Lutheran to
Hence, what we should do is to discover
anew the reality which was apprehended
the core, lived in a culture wherein he thought
in that earlier day and which is the same
preachers of the gospel had to be mindful of the
today, and then present it in new terms to
fact that, if they relied on guilt, they would serve
only the few. Writing from prison while [over-]
the man of today.
advocating awareness of a "world come of age,"
the German theologian warned that "so-called
'ultimate questions'"-for example, death and
TILUCH HIMSELF DID THIS IS NOT OUR
guilt-had become divorced from Christian theolpoint; he could take care of his own affairs.
ogy and survived in existentialist philosophy and
Tillich, Bonhoeffer, and Holmer had other things

How
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to say on this subject, but the cited themes are limiting. They do not do justice to the many kinds of
guilt that can and do become manifest in contemporary life. It is hard for a believer in God to go
through life never having experienced a sense of
having offended God, gone wayward, transgressed, sinned, become guilty. Many of them,
many of us, at least during worship say so in confession, and mean it. It is also hard to go through
life without profoundly offending those close to us
or, of course, without sinning against the enemy.
The alert Christian conscience at such times is
moved to a sense of guilt that poises one to understand Luther's interpretation of the Gospel and its
pastoral and personal implications. But these
experiences of guilt are so moderated, suppressed,
and pushed aside that they do not guarantee that
the present-day reader can hear Luther.
Great articulators of the hermeneutical vision
in modern times regularly address this very question, and often haul up the putatively inaccessible
Luther as a prime exemplar of the problem. The
grandfather of them all, Wilhelm Dilthey, posed the
problem as well as anyone, and in many respects my
Martin Luther reflects a passage which I must quote
at some length.
The course of every person's life is a
process of continuous determination in
which the possibilities inherent in him are
narrowed down. The crystallization of his
nature always determines his future development.... But understanding lays open
for him a wide range of possibilities that
are not present in the determination of his
actual life. For me as for most people
today, the possibility of experiencing
(erleben) religious states of mind in my
personal existence are sharply circumscribed. However, when I go through the
letters and writings of Luther, the
accounts of his contemporaries, the
records of the religious conferences and
councils, and the reports of his official
contacts [as MEM was chartered to do
again for the past three years] I encounter
a religious phenomenon of such eruptive
power, of such energy, in which the issue
is one of life or death, that it lies beyond
the experiential possibilities in a person of
our time. But I can re-live (nacherleben)
all of this. . . . And thereby this process

opens up for us a religious world in
Luther and in his contemporaries in the
early Reformation that enlarges our horizon by including possibilities that are
available to us only in this way. Thus man,
who is determined from within, can experience many other existences in imagination. Although he is limited by his circumstances, foreign beauties of the world
and regions of life that he could never
reach himself are laid open to him. To put
it in general terms, man bound and determined by the reality of life, is made free
not only by art-which has often been
pointed out-but also by the understanding of things historical. [Quoted by
Theodore
Plantinga,
Historical
Understanding in the Thought of Wilhelm
Dilthey (Toronto, 1980), p. 23.]

You

WON'T READ TIIAT DENSE PARAGRAPH IN MY

Martin Luther, because the biography is not a
monograph that carries on debate with scholars of
the past two centuries. No one who lived after
1555, when Katherine [von Bora] Luther died, is
mentioned. But Dilthey, though not cited, provided both a description of the problem of empathy
and a charter for dealing with it, fortuitously using
Luther as his paradigm. He also rescued me from
any impulse to make Luther sound modern or relevant in a contrived way and, from the reader's
point of view, in a way that makes Luther the victim of condescension by a didactic author.
Tillich and Dilthey, among others, suggested
that one approaches someone like Luther through
analogies to other experiences (Erlebnissen) than
the subject's own, without doing an injustice to
the subject of the biography. In fact, through such
an approach the subject is more free to speak than
if he is cited as a figure who speaks immediately to
all in our day. The first responsibility, in any case,
is try to let Luther speak for himself, to ears somehow readied.
Only arrogance or folly could lead a biographer to claim that she or he is presenting, without
distortion, a "new" Luther who is not faced by
Bonhoeffer's ultimate questions of guilt and death
in terms of the repertory of options provided him
in the sixteenth century plus those Luther derived
especially from the Bible and earlier Christian his-

tory. The theme and reality of life "by grace
through faith" remained central to Luther. How
mediate that today?

I F THE CLASSIC QUESTION USED TO SUMMARIZE

Luther's quest and impact is "How can I find a
gracious God?," a further reading in the light of
subsequently posed interests and insights leads one
to what is in its own way a deeper question, or a
question behind the question. That is: how can I
know, how can I find assurance, that this gracious
God is "for me?" In his world of insecurity and
uncertainty, how could Luther realize that the
word of God, the story, the commands, and, most
of all, the promise, i.e., the Gospel, was accessible
to him through Scripture, applied to him, and
itself made sure in his experience?
Let me close with four samplings, glimpses of
this search for assurance and certainty-Luther
did not applaud securitas, security, because it
means smugness and pride-in his life.
Sometimes Luther's quest took an intellectual
side. I make much of the time when as a young
monk in Rome he dutifully climbed the Santa
Scala, on each step saying a stipulated prayer. He
regretted that his parents were not dead because
by his prayers he would have been shortening the
time they would have spent in purgatory. Yet in
that holy act on the holy steps in the holy city, at
the top of the steps, Luther let a question nag him:
"Who knows whether this is really true?" Could
one rely on the promises? That kind of question
came up again and again in his career, sometimes
in intellectual argument and just as often as a
churning element in his soul.

Ty

ANOTHER. AfTER HIS FIRST MASS, WHICH

his father Hans Luther attended, Martin was
almost traumatized, even before his father turned
to him and asked questions that pushed him again
to the abyss of insecurity. "Have you not heard
that you are to honor father and mother? Have
you not disobeyed your own parents by your
choice to go against their strong wishes and enter
the monastery?" Might it have been the devil and
not God who called him?
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When facing the humanist Erasmus of
Rotterdam, Luther heard the kind of question that
pushed him to that same brink. '~e you alone
wise? Shall all the rest have been in error, and for
so long?" His inner voice kept asking, "Suppose
you are in error, and have seduced so many others
into error, to be damned in eternity?" Later he
confessed that he had heard: "Shall you, an individual and insignificant man, dare such momentous undertakings? What if you are the sole sinner? If God permits so many great ones to err,
might he not permit one individual to do so?"

A

FOURTH

SCENE'

THE

PAPAL DELEGATE

Vergerio sounded Luther out concerning a possible church council, something Luther rejected,
being sure that "we have no need whatsoever for
a council, for we already have the pure word of
God .... " Vergerio asked "Martine," "What are
you saying, my dear fellow? Look to it that you be
not too conceited, for you are mortal, and can err.
Do you think you are cleverer, wiser, more learned
and holier than so many church councils and holy
fathers-than so many men of great learning
throughout the whole world, who also honestly
confess themselves to be Christians?"
While most reviews of the film, Luther, were
favorable, some. critics had difficulty seeing how
such a tremulous, insecure, frightened figure
could also be the leader of a movement that sundered Europe and left enormous traces on subsequent Western world life. They thought the film
was overplaying Luther's experience of the horrors in his monastic years. Such thinking, however, is a signal of failed imaginations. That insecurity and how Luther took his experiences of insecurity and did become such a leader is a major element in the plot of my Martin Luther. And, I dare
say, a not insignificant theme in the plots of most
lives, even today.

f

Martin Luther by Martin Marty will be published
by Viking Penguin Books in February. Marty is the
Faifax M. Cone Distinguished Service Professor
Emeritus at The University of Chicago and a
Lutheran minister.

Melanchthon as educator
Paul R. Hinlicky

LATE

IN HIS UFE, IN

A

LETTER PROBAIILY WRIT-

ten to a Polish duke about a child under his care,
Luther's friend Philip Melanchthon opined in
great detail about the appropriate educational
preparation of students for admission to university. The foundation of everything, Melanchthon
begins, is the rules of grammar; this knowledge is
acquired through mastery of classical languages.
One proceeds rapidly from the memorization of
declensions and conjugations to the interpretation of writers: Terence first, then Plautus, are to
fill the mornings, and then around noontime a
verse from Virgil. This will give the pupil experience in the rules of sentence construction and
impress upon the mind the importance of determining the sense of words. Mter a good start in
this fashion, Melanchthon continued, Friday and
Saturday evenings should be given to the exposition of the letters of Cicero, and for those who
have made excellent progress, Cato, or even the
Colloquies of Erasmus. Mter some weeks, the
student should compose two letters in Latin to
demonstrate competency.
Now that our pupil is literate, the content of
his course of study increases in importance. Old
Testament history is the matter for Monday and
Tuesday mornings, with the noontime hour directed to studies in dialectic (logic), afternoons to
Aristotle's book On the Nature of the Soul, and
rounding out the day with late afternoon instruction in Hebrew grammar. Wednesdays should be
set aside for learning Greek and hearing lectures
on ethics. On Thursdays and Fridays the pupils
should hear lectures on the Apostle Paul and Ovid,
or perhaps Virgil. As soon as the teacher sees that
a pupil is capable, arithmetic and astronomy and
other topics in natural science should be introduced for independent study. Saturday evenings
and Sundays should be devoted to lectures on the
Protestant Reformation's flagship Epistle to the
Romans and on chapters from Melanchthon's own

Loci communes, the first Protestant system of theology. Every night before retiring, the pupils
should read a chapter of the New Testament, in
Greek and then in Latin for comparison, translating into the vernacular with supreme attention to
the precise meaning of the words. Students so prepared would be ready for a university education.
Quite so! (Somewhere in the middle of this advice,
Melanchthon laconically notes: "This plan of
study should not be followed slavishly.")
humanism and the quest for clarity
In his own day, Melanchthon was as much
known as the praeceptor Germaniae as the
Lutheran reformer. If there is anything like a classical model of "Lutheran higher education," it is to
be found here, in Melanchthon's thought. This is
not because Melanchthon was a Renaissance
humanist, unlike his senior colleague, Luther,
who, as some would have it, began and ended in
fideism and obscurantism. Much Enlightenment
historiography, for example, so depicts things.
Ironically, this same picture of Luther over against
Melanchthon has endured in the reversal of judgment that occurred in reaction against the
Enlightenment narrative in the twentieth century
existentialist appropriation of Luther that has
dominated scholarship since the 1920s. Whether
one wants to uphold Melanchthon as a forerunner
of the Enlightenment, however, or as the first to
betray Luther's existential faith to the demands of
rationalism, recent scholarship has quite exploded
this facile scheme. Luther, like Melanchthon, was
essentially a humanist.
Timothy Wengert, for example, criticizes a
prominent German scholar of this latter type for
too neat a division here: "The notion that holding
such common interests meant ipso facto that
humanists held a common theology has consistently distorted" interpretation. Humanism was a
new approach to teaching, not a particular content

or doctrine. "[H]umanists and humanism per se
a paradigm, Melanchthon undertook the reform
of the entire curriculum as the leading edge and
are united by their concern for method and style,
rather than by common theology." From the side
premier case of the Reformation's social gospel:
the search for original meaning both in literature
of Luther studies, Timothy P. Dost has similarly
and in nature would lead society out of disorder
shown that the humanist movement was a
research program, not a religious doctrine, ideolocaused by human confusion and lead it towards
gy, worldview, or philosophical system. It was a
the right knowledge of the world, namely, that
knowledge which the Creator possesses as the
hermeneutic set against the prevailing scholastiOrginator, so to say, of original meanings. This
cism, in that it championed the primacy of gramwas an education aimed at truth, to be sure, but
mar over dialectic. Humanists criticized scholasalso an education concerned with the well-being
tics for the speculative multiplication of meaning
produced by their harmonization of propositions
of the world in which Christians and others live.
For an example of this
drawn ahistorically from a
Melanchthon undertook the
search for the knowledge
tradition possessing undifferentiated
authority.
reform of the entire curriculum God possesses, in a fascinating lecture on the physiology
Against that, humanists
as the leading edge and
sought to grasp the original
of the human heart, which,
of
the
premier
case
meaning of ancient texts
as he supposed, is also the
Reformation's social gospel:
seat
of
the
soul,
and to rank the earlier texts
the search for original meaning Melanchthon notes that
as of greater import and
authority than later comboth in literature and in nature although we cannot yet fully
fathom the heart's workings,
mentary, and on that basis
would lead society out of
to re-ground and so re"God wills that we learn the
disorder
caused
by
human
form contemporary church
beginnings of this knowlconfusion and lead it towards edge in our lives; later on
and society by the recovery
the right knowledge of the
of the original meanings of
[i.e., in glory], when we
the authoritative texts.
world, namely, that knowledge observe the original form of
which the Creator possesses as nature itself in the divine
Spirit, we will see not only
the Orginator, so to say, of
into the essence of things,
I N THIS LIGHT, NOT ONLY
original
meanings.
but rather also understand
is Luther, like Melanchthon, a thoroughgoing
the deliberations of God,
why it was right to make the heart as it is." In the
'humanist,' but in the decisive respect he is the
unexcelled exemplar of the movement's most funsame lecture, Melanchthon concludes: "the
damental aspirations. Timothy Dost demonstrates
human heart has been created to serve as God's
this by tracing in some detail the correspondence
dwelling. We will finally perceive this perfectly,
between Luther and Erasmus before their relation
when in the eternal university that is in God himsoured. In this light, one could suggest that the
self we observe the original form of Nature." In
Erasmus-Luther debate turns out to be a debate
another lecture drawing on Plato, Melanchthon
holds up the ancient Greek's notion that "the
between two Christian humanists, one (Luther)
investigation of Nature leads us to the recognition
accusing the other (Erasmus) of getting cold feet in
of God and shows us that the human spirit is given
the decisive hour.
a certain light by divine arrangement, by which life
At any rate, Melanchthon was not turning
is to be led, and so in obedience to God .... "This
from Luther. In fact, Melanchthon took Luther's
interesting idea-which was taken up and advoprinciple that the Word of God effects certainty
cated one hundred and fifty years later by the
and transformed it into an educational program.
The interpreter is to uncover the text's "simplest
Lutheran philosopher of the early German
meaning." The purpose is "to recover the clear
Enlightenment, Gottfried Leibniz-grounds
human knowledge of the world as a progressive
and certain Word from the vagaries of human
opinions and from the weakness of the untrained
appropriation of the divine creative knowledge of
mind." With this research program in theology as
things. I will return to this thought in conclusion.
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defines philosophy "as the science of speaking, of
grammar over dialectic
natural things, and of civic virtues-all compreLet us consider in a little more detail
hended using reliable reason .... Philosophy was
Melanchthon's search for the "originals" of
a creature of God. God had given to human nature
knowledge, for it differs considerably from the
clear and certain judgment in natural and civil
familiar empiricist foundationalism, say, of a John
matters" (Romans 2: 15). Philosophy here does not
Locke, or the rationalist Cartesian turn to the submean indoctrination in a particular system of
ject, and rather anticipates something more like a
metaphysics, but rather what we now call the sciWittgensteinian appreciation for human language,
ences and the liberal arts.
rooted in a form of human life, as the house of
"When Paul spoke against philosophy, he was
knowledge:
grammar precedes dialectic.
not trying to attack the arts, medicine, or law. On
Melanchthon insists that one must first discern the
the contrary, if we human beings knew what was
genre of literature and its grammatical sense to
best for us and understood the origin of these
understand what kind of claim a text is making
fields, we could embrace them." "I call philosophy
before disputing or affirming the matter.
only that which affirms nothing
Grammatical and rhetorical criticism are necessary prerequisites;
So theology depends except what is revealed by certain
reason or experience." What the
without them the scholastics "deviupon
reason
in
the
study of philosophy provides,
ated from the author's intent and
form
of
grammar
and
according to Melanchthon, is two
taught things foreign to true piety,
rhetoric and-in this things which every discipline
in large part, 'on account of ignorequires: method and a rhetorical
rance of these arts' ... [but] since
sequence-even on
form-at
least any philosophy
the Spirit taught 'through the Word,
dialectics.
which is not mere sophistry but
the nature of speech must be
seeks and reveals truth in an
known. Indeed, because without the
ordered and correct way can provide the needed
knowledge of these arts no one can make a judgmethod and form.
ment about a speech, we apply this instrument to
the interpretation of scripture"'-and for that
Christian Platonism
matter, any other text.
But what kind of "philosophy" is that? With
this, we have come to Melanchthon's own decision, based upon his new historical reading of the
THEOLOGY DEPENDS UPON REASON IN THE
ancients, for a synthesis of Plato and Aristotle.
form of grammar and rhetoric and-in this
Melanchthon consciously directs this synthesis
sequence-even
on
dialectics.
One
of
against the ancient rival schools of philosophy,
Melanchthon's modern German editor's cites him
especially Stoic pantheism on the one side and
this way: "The church needs liberal education, and
to be sure not only the knowledge of grammar, but
Epicurean atomism on the other. Indeed, with
also many other sciences and the knowledge of
Renaissance humanism's uncovering of such longsuppressed opinions, Melanchthon saw these
philosophy." Wengert adds: "Throughout his
fatalistic views reviving all around him and corcareer Melanchthon sought to use definitions, that
rectly anticipated their re-emergence as alternais, the dialectical question 'Quid sit?' and subsetives to Christian faith in figures like Spinoza and
quent definitiones, as the basis for theology.
Proper definitions bring clarity and certainty to a
Hobbes. With his historical reading of the philotopic. When the topic is theological in nature,
sophical schools, he understood that the philosophical tradition was not a seamless garment
such clarity and certainty become the basis for
woven by pure reason, but a clash and conflict
clear and certain faith . . . . God's work in this
over disputed truth. In this vein, he correctly
world is through language and logic and the funviewed ancient Platonism as a critique of convendamental clarity of his Word provided assurance
that theological clarity was being attained."
tional morality by appeal to the nature of things,
insight into the nature of things being the divine
It may be surprising to hear that any
Protestant reformer would have held that theolovocation of human reason.
Although reserved on the notorious Platonic
gy depends upon philosophy, but Melanchthon

So

doctrine of the eternal forms, he Protestantized
plus two equals four, the law of non-contradicPlato to speak of "true philosophy" as knowledge
tion, etc., as well as certain 'practical principles' of
of divine law: ''All good sciences are gifts of God,
ethics, politics, and law: that 'men were born for
but they should remain in their proper place. The
civil society,' that 'promises should be kept,' and
true philosophy, that is, a philosophy, which does
that wrong should be punished. God has created
not stray from method and procedures for proof
us so to know and live according to the eternal
into error, is a knowledge of the divine law. It
and unchanging norm of the divine mind.
acknowledges God's existence and judges civil
Virtues of wisdom, justice, truth, lcindness,
behaviour; it sees that the capacity to distinguish
clemency, and chastity characterize God and,
between good and evil is established in us by
hence, should characterize those who bear his
divine arrangement; it proceeds on the suppositmage.
tion that hideous crimes will be punished by God
and possesses certain indications of immortality."
PLANTED SEEDS
THESE BEST
We can see from this that it is misleading
either to describe Melanchthon as eclectic in phithings in human minds when He made us after His
losophy or even more woodown image. And He wished
enly as an "Aristotelian."
the
life and behavior of men
God has created us so to
True, ever the pedant, he
to correspond to the stanknow and live according to
preferred
Aristotle's
dard of His own mind. . . .
the eternal and unchanging
methodical clarity to Plato's
This knowledge, divinely
norm of the divine mind.
irony and whimsy and he
taught both by the light that
Virtues of wisdom, justice,
took from Aristotle the
is born in us and by the true
grand, encyclopedic ambitruth, kindness, clemency, and divine voice, is the begintion for a coherent and comchastity characterize God and, ning of the laws and of the
political order. God wishes
prehensive system of knowlhence,
should
characterize
us to obey them not only for
edge. He thought that in this
those
who
bear
his
image.
the sake of our needs, but
way the two great Greek
philosophers corrected each
more, so that we may
other's deficiencies. One might say that
acknowledge our creator and learn from this same
Melanchthon holds to Platonic positions, but in an
order that this world did not arise by chance, but
Aristotelian form. In this, he stands in the great
that there is a creator who is wise, just, kind, truthful , and chaste and who demands similar virtues in
tradition of Christian Platonism.
This Platonism is not only integral to
us. We may also learn that He is an avenger who
Melanchthon's brand of Christianity. It is above all
punishes violations of this order."
As Witte points out, Melanchthon's convicintegral to his vision of educational reform and
renewal. He held that the natural law is written in
tions here led to a new jurisprudence. We can well
the human heart, because of the divine command
imagine analogous programs in all the other acagiving dominion over the earth to humanity in
demic fields that fell under the influence of this
new vision of human knowledge approximating
Gen 1:28. As John Witte, Jr. observes in his importhe knowledge of God-the progressive mission of
tant Law and Protestantism: The Legal Teachings
of the Lutheran Reformation, Melanchthon taught
human reason further developed by Gottfried
that God has implanted in all individuals certain
Leibniz, who stood in Melanchthon's academic
'inborn elements of knowledge' (notitia nobiscum
tradition. Some two hundred years later, in his
nascentes). Referring to these elements as a 'light
Theodicy, Leibniz wrote, "Melanchthon, a man of
from above,' a 'natural light,' 'rays of divine wissound and moderate ideas, made little systems
dom poured into us,' and 'a light of the human
from the several parts of philosophy, adapted to
faculty,' he believed that they are necessary for
the truths of revelation and useful in civic life,
human life. Included in this inborn knowledge are
which deserve to be read even now." Those words
'theoretical principles' of logic, dialectics, geomeremain true, almost five hundred years after the
try, arithmetic, and physics, that, for example, two
man.

''Goo
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conclusion
I have refrained from any criticism of
Melanchthon. His belief that clarity leads to certain knowledge in a world ordered by God can
strike us as "pre-critical" in the Kantian sense. But
that impression may simply be a reflection of the
atheism which separates us from Melanchthon
and even Leibniz. "What is truth?," we ask. Is
there any truth we do not ourselves create?
In any case, like the liberal society it mirrors,
the contemporary academy is a fractious coalition
of interest groups united only by the view that our
kind ought to be king. Too frequently the common
wisdom is that church-related higher education
ought quietly to submit to this reality, that we
should, like every other academic institution, hold
the mirror not up to nature in order to discover
God's mind and will, but, rather, hold the mirror
up to ourselves in order to discover our own
minds and express our wills. To those who
remember him-and who, if not Lutheran colleges?, however, Melanchthon offers a more excellent way. He understands education preeminently
as the social gospel, the induction of human beings
into humanity's on-going conversation with itself,
with nature and with God, a conversation which,
when rightly parsed and intelligently conducted,
moves social knowledge forward toward the perfect knowledge of the world which originates in
God the Creator. Melanchthon as educator still
invites to membership in such a community of
learning, such a community of minds! f
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some experience required
The Life You Save May Be Your Own: An American Pilgrimage

by Paul Elie
Eugene McCarraher

w

RmNG IN 1950, LIONEL TRILUNG DEUARED
the triumph of "the liberal imagination" in
American culture. Vindicated by victory over fascism, and liberated from the shackles of Protestant
and Marxist orthodoxies, liberals had inherited
the clerical calling to direct "human life toward
some end or other." The old gods of theology and
social science having failed, liberal intellectuals
drew on modernist literature for the fullest exploration of "variousness, possibility, complexity, and
difficulty." Indeed, Trilling concluded, the "historical-literary mind" was "the best kind of critical
and constructive mind that we have"- "better," he
insisted, "than the theological."
Like most of his fellow New York intellectuals,
Trilling possessed an abiding talent for cloaking
provincialism in the raiment of urbanity, and his
pontification (a nudge, I'd wager, at Reinhold
Niebuhr, his friend and Riverside neighbor) has
gone unchallenged by literary scholars and cultural historians. While he doesn't directly address
Trilling's assertion in his panoramic new book,
Paul Elie exposes and rebuts its insular secularity.
Citing Trilling's later complaint that American letters lacked figures "who live their visions as well
as write them," Elie retorts that the sage of
Columbia "could not have been further off the
mark." Weaving together the stories of four
American Catholic writers-Dorothy Day,
Thomas Merton, Flannery O'Connor, and Walker
Percy-Elie reunites "the School of the Holy
Ghost," as the critic Caroline Gordon once
dubbed them.
As Catholic pilgrims through American
modernity, they overcame both religious
parochialism and mainstream bigotry to articulate
"a distinctively American Catholic outlook."
It's a large and audacious claim, leavened with
all the ambiguity and ambivalence such a formulation contains. Was there a "distinctively American
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Catholic outlook"? If so, what happened to it?
Why do so many Catholics now both suspect and
desire such a prospect? Elie's own conflicted
answers are instructive, not only about a crucial
chapter in the cultural history of American
Catholicism, but about the present state of the
American Church. Indeed, his account tells us
much about how American Catholics became a
people adrift, and why Trilling's pronouncement
may have been merely premature.
Elie's pilgrims have entered the scholarly
heaven of articles, books, and dissertations.
Besides perusing their published and unpublished
work, Elie has mastered this broad and uneven
secondary literature, from biographies and cultural histories to theological studies and literary criticism. It's odd that no one (pace Gordon) had
thought to bring these writers together in one
tome, and so Elie's book is a landmark if only for
his lucid and patient labor of exposition and synthesis. And while God must be praised that Elie
doesn't present his point about Catholic distinctiveness as a "thesis," he clearly believes that his
subjects were heralds of our Catholic moment,
when the Church seems less a coherent ecclesia
than a loose confederation of spiritual adventurers. All four writers saw the Church as "a place of
pilgrimage," he writes, "where city and world
meet, where the self encounters the other, where
personal experience and the testimony of the ages
can be reconciled."
Three forms of interpretation overlap, or perhaps better, collide, in that passage. The first
recalls Augustine and the heavenly and earthly
cities; the second recalls Emmanuel Levinas and
"thinking of the Other;" and the third recalls
William James and "the varieties of religious experience." Indeed, the godfather of pragmatism is
Elie's primary arbiter of religious modernity.
Three pages into his first chapter-

While it partakes of the modern liberal affirmation of individuality, Elie's affinity for this
Jamesian "personal religion" also obscures, from
him and from the reader, the inescapably communal character of religion. James held what George
Lindbeck, in The Nature of Doctrine, dubbed, an
"experiential-expressive" conception of religion.This very modern notion regards the public
features of religion as "expressive and evocative
objectifications ... of internal experience." The
problem, Lindbeck points out, is that experience is
not only incommunicable, but even impossible
"without the use of signs and symbols." "It is necessary to have the means for expressing an experience in-order to have it, and the richer our expressive and linguistic system, the more subtle, varied,
and differentiated can be our experience." These
"systems" of sign and symbol consist of "distinctive patterns of story, belief, ritual, and behavior"-all social in character, in other words, the
c E RTAINLY, AuGUSTINE'S RENDITION OF Hffi
tormented passage from pear
very things James discounts.
thief to convert was Merton's
As a charter member of
It,s not at all clear that
the post-Vatican II generation,
model for The Seven Storey
something cogent and
Mountain, and it arguably preElie (born in 1965) has seen
figured Day's tale of voyage vigorous has replaced the
many of these "distinctive patwheezing culture of
from bohemian to anchorite in
terns of story, belief, ritual, and
The Long Loneliness. But preconciliar Catholicism.
behavior" demolished or disrupted
by the post-conciliar ferAugustine ends the Confessions
Like many of us-as
with four books on matters
ment in American Catholicism.
spoonfed on irony as
which (to us) have no obvious
Much of that ferment has
we,re nourished by the
relationship to his "inner" jourderived from an affirmation of
Eucharist-Elie can be
personal religious experience
ney. Reading through the meditations on time, memory, meta- engagingly wry about the and judgment against an instituphysics, and ecclesiology, it
banal and decaffeinated tional Church seen as all too
becomes apparent not only that
of superstition, cleriCatholicism of our day. protective
Augustine understood his "expecal obscurantism, and lifeless
rience" in terms of Christian
forms of devotion. Ours, Elie
writes, is an age skeptical of "forms inherited sectheology, but that he also believed he had, we
might say, misexperienced his life prior to converond-hand from our predecessors" if not altogethsion. For Augustine, "inner religious experience"
er suspicious of any "experience of the divine."
is inseparable from external forms-that is, from
Like Binx Bolling of Percy's The Moviegoer, the
a symbolic universe inhabited by the Church, a
"admirable nihilist," in Elie's words, many
"city" or "people," he tells us in the City of God,
younger Catholics refuse "to believe what others
believe just because they believe it."
"on pilgrimage through this sinful world."
Christian pilgrimage is never strictly individual or
Yet as Elie's own remarks suggest, it's not at all
personal. For James-determined to isolate "perclear that. something cogent and vigorous has
sonal religion, pure and simple" from what he
replaced the wheezing culture of preconciliar
considered its institutional encrustations-reliCatholicism. Like many of us-as spoonfed on
irony as we're nourished by the Eucharist-Elie
gious experience was an "exalted emotional sensibility" which produced theology, ritual, and
can be engagingly wry about the banal and decaforganizational structures.
feinated Catholicism of our day. Once enchanting-

"Experience"-Elie invokes James' Varieties of
Religious Experience and its fateful definition of
religion as "the feelings, acts, and experiences of
individual men in their solitude, so far as they
apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they consider divine."
Elie's apparent acceptance of Jamesian "experience" as the primary mode of religious life determines both his conception of "otherness" ("imaginative empathy" with "the point of view of the
other" became, he contends, the "life's work" of
Day and Merton) and his understanding of the
antagonism between "city and world." But a careful reading of the Confessions-Augustine's
account of his own "pilgrim soul"-suggests why
Jamesian "religious experience" is a risky point of
departure for a narrative of religious pilgrimage.

ly Gregorian, the music in the abbey church of
Merton's Gethsemani is now, he writes, "standardissue Spirit of Vatican II." When Elie observes that
the Baltimore Catechism is now "unknown to
even the devoutest Catholic child," he's not entirely sure that's progress. And when he notes that the
once-shabby neighborhood of the original
Catholic Worker house is now one of the toniest
in downtown Manhattan-once flophouses and
taverns, now boutiques and Starbucks-one can't
help but wonder if Elie isn't encapsulating the history of American Catholicism: once downtrodden
and working-class, now assimilated and upscale.
But in the end, Elie's heart lies with the iconoclasts. That's worthy and appealing, of coursethere have been, and still are, so many idols to
smash-but the hammer is now wielded by the
Lone Believer. Here, Elie himself becomes "standard-issue Spirit of Vatican II," eliding the difference between sociological description and theological norm. Once upheld by a community of
believers, "the burden of belief," he tells us, "is
now back on the believer, where it belongs" (my
italics). Elie conflates the indisputable-Catholic
parishes and neighborhoods do not have the
demographic longevity or ecclesial coherence they
once had-with the debatable. The idea that belief
is a communal affair-in other words, that a
church is a community of pilgrims who bear one
another's burdens-seems appalling if not alien to
Elie. Indeed, he continues, "there is no way to seek
truth except personally. Every story worth knowing is a life story." That's a concise summary of the
liberal imagination, one that's arguably acquired
dogmatic status among educated Catholics and
other Americans.

IT'S

THIS UBERAL, JAMESIAN CONCEPTION OF RELI-

gion as personal experience that enlivens and
impoverishes Elie's book. By emphasizing the
quirky and idiosyncratic, Elie amply illuminates
the lived reality of Catholic cultural life. Within
the larger narratives, we get smaller tales: of
Caroline Gordon, Allen Tate's long-suffering and
insufferable wife, an aspiring impresaria of
"Catholic literature" who ended her days railing
against women's suffrage; of Robert Lowell, the
most gifted crackpot of mid-century poetry, barking orthodoxy at his saner friends; of Robert
Giroux, the savvy mandarin of Catholic letters.
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We get hilarious and moving vignettes: of Percy's
placement in a remedial college English class after
submitting a Faulkneresque writing sample; of
Merton's furtive romance with Margie, a
Louisville nurse; of O'Connor's excruciating battle with lupus.
Of the four larger tales (told in fragmented
and recombined fashion), Percy's is the least successful. I'll confess immediately that Percy's work
leaves me unimpressed: his philosophical essays
are rehashed Kierkegaard, and his novels seem
competent but hardly extraordinary. (Day, whose
literary judgment was pretty reliable, once told
Robert Coles that she'd read Percy's corpus and
"hadn't taken to it at all.") Elie's failure to budge
me stems, I suspect, from his own lack of passion
about Percy. While we learn about Percy's Stoic
Uncle Will, and about his friendship with Shelby
Foote, we don't really see that much of Percy-his
episodes are the shortest and most perfunctoryand Elie doesn't provide much beyond accounts of
well-heeled angst and plot summary. But then,
what can you expect when Percy was, in Elie's
words, "underwhelmed by life"?

DAY

RECEIVES MUCH LONGER AND

MORE

insightful attention. Elie's laconic discussion of her
early abortion is the best I've read, free from
moral and polittcal posturing and ironic about the
doors it opened and shut in Day's life. Moreover,
though he covers all the familiar groundGreenwich Village, the ill-considered loves, motherhood, conversion, and the Catholic Worker
movement-Elie underlines the literary character
of Day's faith. This isn't just a matter of her austerely beautiful style, or of her Modern Library
reading tastes. As Elie puts it, Day "read her way
in" to the Church, a judgment that doesn't seem so
precious when we learn that Day prepared for her
daughter Tamar's birth by reviewing childbirth
scenes in Tolstoy, Sinclair, and O'Neill.
Still, writing about Day as a lone pilgrim, Elie
misses the chance to understand her experience
against the backdrop of history and theology. The
"Catholic masses" with whom Day sought solidarity were rejecting the hardships she embraced, a
repudiation she never seriously engaged but one
that Elie would presumably confront if he's
describing a "Catholic outlook." Usually a meticulous critic, Elie leaves unscathed Peter Maurin's

years, Merton embarked on an ''Asian journey," in
"Easy Essays," uninterested in how these mites of
reading and in person, and found in Zen Buddhist
drek square with Day's effusions about the little
man's "keen analysis" and his "brilliant overflow
contemplative practices a complement to his retromedievalism. The Zen master Chuang Tzu, he
of talk." (I guess you had to be there.) And while
he affirms the significance of solitary reading in
explained in 1965, was unconcerned with "words
Day's conversion and formation, he does little
and formulas about reality" and beholden to "the
more than note the commensurate importance of
direct existential grasp of reality in itself." Indeed,
he wrote two years later, Zen masters lived "outliturgy and theology, both of which figured censide all structures and forms" and enjoyed "direct
trally in the religious culture of Catholic radicaland pure experiences . . . liberated from verbal
ism before the 1960s.
formulas and linguistic conceptions."
As with Day, Elie recounts Merton's wellElie doesn't cite these passages, focusing
known story with a new emphasis, this time
underscoring the retro-medievalism spawned durinstead on Merton's exchanges with the Dalai
ing Merton's youth in
Lama. It's also noteworthy
that
m
explicating
France. Living in an old
a~connor~s hillbilly
Merton's final speech to a
chapel purchased by his
modernism inhered in her
painter father, young
monastic gathering m
Catholic orthodoxy. So it
Bangkok, Elie both releMerton grew up among
wasn ~t~ as Elie puts it~ that
the abbey ruins of St.
gates the title to the endAntonin, "a kind of paraccreligious conviction, for her, had notes-"Marxism and
dise," Elie writes, the
Monastic Perspectives"come prior to experience.~~
and omits crucial passages.
memory of which impelled
a~Connor~s Catholicism
him-through conversion,
As the title implies and the
constituted her experience,
tonsure, and monastic distext makes clear, Marxism
opened her fully to ccthe holiness was for Merton a standing
gruntlement-to seek "a
new place made of remof the ordinary.~~ This is how she indictment of Christian
nants of the Catholic
failure, and a "new monascould assert that dogma-not
past." Elie reminds us that
ticism," whose disciplines
ccexperience~~-was
Merton's discovery of the
were open to all, was the
ccan instrument of freedom."
neo-scholastic intellectual
only way to redeem
movement, and especially
Marxist
revolutionary
energy. Now that's an assertion of history's irrehis reading of Etienne Gilson and Jacques
Maritain, were key moments in his pilgrimage. On
ducibly collective claim that can't be credited if
this score, Elie is especially deft at demonstrating
"there is no way to seek truth except personally."
Merton's misreading of Maritain's Art and
But Merton then disarmed his own insight by
arguing that "you cannot rely on structures. The
Scholasticism, which argued that a good artist
need not be a good man. "If he wanted to be a
time for relying on structures has disappeared."
good artist," as Elie renders Merton's mistake, "he
"From now on, Brother," he concluded, "everywould have to be a good man, even a holy one."
body stands on his own feet." Elie and many of his
readers might affirm that Tibetan adage, but they
might also ponder how-together with the rejecMERTON'S QUEST FOR HOUNESS LED DOWN
tion of "verbal formulas and linguistic concepever more individualist paths, and it's here that
tions"-it sanctions a therapeutic religiosity unanElie's liberal imagination obscures as much as it
chored in communal symbols and practices.
illuminates. Certainly, the restrictions of the
Because of his incisive and imperishable writings
on race relations and the Vietnam War ("Letters to
Trappist order, and the nuclear patriotism of Cold
War Catholics, were decisive in Merton's spiritual
a White Liberal" remains a model of theologically
exfoliation in the 1950s and 1960s. Merton turned
informed political criticism), Elie doesn't even
broach the possibility that Merton's widely-read
to Albert Camus as a model of moral and spiritual
integrity, redefining faith as "fundamental revolt"
work may also have played a seminal role in the
fragmentation of the American Church's postconagainst conformity and absurdity. And in his final

ciliar religious culture. This, even though Elie himself remarks that the Berrigans, while often considered Merton's (and Day's) renegade children, were
in many ways "typical Catholics" of the time with
a religiosity that was "ad hoc and expressionist."
O'Connor had seen this day coming, and rued
it. "The thought of everyone lolling about in an
emotionally satisfying faith is repugnant to me,"
she wrote to Elizabeth Hester in one of the
remarkable letters collected in The Habit of Being.
It's a savory irony that O'Connor emerges as the
most vividly drawn and prescient character from a
book whose celebration of personal religious
experience she would certainly have abhorred.
Despite Elie's close and discerning reading of
O'Connor's fiction and correspondence, the selfdescribed "hillbilly Thomist" springs forth as a
veritable lioness of orthodoxy. There's
O'Connor's brusque retort to Mary McCarthy's
banal and condescending remark that the
Eucharist was "a pretty good symbol": "Well, if
it's a symbol, to hell with it." No scholastic angelcounting there. And there's her straightforward
confession to Hester that "I write the way I do
because (not though) I am a Catholic." No vexation about "Catholic identity" there. True, as Elie
contends, O'Connor possessed a "modern consciousness" that was "unhistorical, solitary, and
guilty." But she also affirmed, in the theological
parlance of the day, that the Church was "the body
of Christ and that on this we are fed." (O'Connor,
too, we learn, was a student of Gilson and
Maritain.) In other words, O'Connor's hillbilly
modernism inhered in her Catholic orthodoxy. So
it wasn't, as Elie puts it, that "religious conviction,
for her, had come prior to experience."
O'Connor's Catholicism constituted her experience, opened her fully to "the holiness of the ordinary." This is how she could assert that dogmanot "experience"-was "an instrument of freedom."

L E UBERATING

oF O'CoNNoR's
fiction is nowhere more evident than in the conclusion of "Revelation," where the pharisaical
Ruby Turpin has an unsettling premonition of
redemption. ''A vast horde of souls were rumbling
toward heaven . . . whole companies of whitetrash . . . bands of black niggers in white robes,
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and battalions of freaks and lunatics shouting and
clapping and leaping like frogs." Here Comes
Everybody, indeed; and Mrs. Turpin sees with terrifying clarity that "even their virtues were being
burned away." Forgive the reference to "niggers"
(Elie is superb on the thorny subject of
O'Connor's Southern Catholic ambivalence about
race) and that's one of the most magnificent, even
beatific visions in Western literature, and it rests
on a repudiation of salvation through personal
earnestness and rectitude. "Virtue" is always the
last refuge of the vicious, and O'Connor's fine and
fiery dismissal of righteousness is a standing
rebuke to blowhards like William Bennett. But it's
also an affront to the "spirituality" so rife among
suburban Catholics, whose aversion to rosaries
and votive candles is a new-fangled brand of
smugness that's quite in line with righteous allegiance to the bourgeois covenant of work.
A beatific vision is hard to find in today's etiolated Catholicism. One doesn't have to wax nostalgic for the Tridentine sublime to suspect that the
theological imagination of the American Church is
in a state of drift and atrophy. Baptized in the
waters of the mainstream, Catholics now share, to
an unprecedented degree, the experiences of other
Americans, experiences mediated by episcopal
synods of corporate cultural professionals.
Upholding the modernist isolato, Trilling's liberal
imagination has proven unable to stem this branding of experience, and is even complicit in its triumph. But if the theological mind is our only hope
for rescue from the corporate beast, jogging
towards Wall Street to be born, one inescapable if
inadvertent lesson of Elie's book is the birth of
that imagination in theology and communal devotion. At once parochial and cosmopolitan, the
Holy Ghost School still offers instruction in this
redemption of consciousness, available for the
price of a book and a life. The lives we save may
be our own.

f

Eugene McCarraher is an assistant professor of
humanities at Villanova University. He is the
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ifnlim
ties that bind

Fredrick Barton

T . E BABY BOOM GENERATION WAS BORN INTO

a

time of unprecedented opportunity, but haunted
by prospects of nuclear holocaust in its youth and
forged by a hated war that spawned cultural revolution as it came of age, we seldom saw ourselves
as privileged. We have been a blessed, but
nonetheless driven, group. We have known more,
and we have wanted more, and we have been dissatisfied with the much we have had. A fatherless
Bill Clinton is apt as our emblem. He rose so far
from where he started out, but never learned to
control the hunger that enabled him to rise so
high. Why? One answer is that-for white middleclass boomers anyway-no generation before us
has ever had so little in common with their own
parents. And as we make the turn into the last
third of our lives, as our parents slip away from us,
many of us find ourselves yearning to better
understand that generation from which we sprang.
My father served in the army during World
War II, and he brought back from that life-defining experience an appreciation for military discipline. From the time I could walk I was expected
to stand straight with my shoulders back. From the
time I could talk I was expected to address adults
as "sir" and "ma'am." Like a lot of children who
were reared in the 1950s, I grew up both admiring
and fearing my father. A relentlessly hard worker,
his labors enabled him to put my mother through
college and to provide our family a level of prosperity that he had certainly not known in his own
youth. His professional focus, however, made him
frequently absent from home and characteristically preoccupied even when he was present with us.
My father grew up in crushing rural poverty
during the Great Depression. His family home
didn't have indoor plumbing until the 1960s. His
father was chronically unemployed, and if my

grandfather hadn't owned a small spread of land
that could support a vegetable garden, a cow, a
henhouse, and a hog pen, his family of six children
would have starved. As a result of having so little
in his youth, my father was always conservative
with money. On the rare occasions that we dined
out, all in the family were expected to identify and
choose the least expensive item on the menu. My
sister and I were expected to tithe a nickel and
save some portion of our fifty-cent weekly
allowances. Under no circumstances were we
granted an "advance." As soon as we were old
enough, we were expected to work. I mowed
lawns and delivered circulars before I was twelve.
In high school I worked construction and on the
line in a factory that produced metal cabinets. My
sister baby-sat until she was of age to work as a
grocery-store and drug-store cashier. My mother
made most of my sister's clothes, and I was never
allowed to be concerned with "what the other
guys are wearing" when my own clothes were purchased. The money we made was to be saved in
what was designated our "college fund." One of
the ugliest scenes of my youth erupted when my
father discovered that I had spent some of my factory earnings on slacks and shirts that he deemed
needlessly stylish and expensive.

MY

SisTER's PIANO
recitals and the plays in which she performed. He
came to my basketball and baseball games from little league through high school. He kept a scorecard, marking down the baskets and free throws,
at-bats, hits, and outs. Mter the games, he presented these to me without comment. Otherwise
he offered neither praise nor consolation. We
understood that he was proud of us, but he never
FAlHER ATIENDED MY

said so. We presumed he loved us, but he did not
speak those words to us.
The education my father got on the G.l. Bill
changed his life, and he was able to enjoy a degree
of material comfort unimaginable when he was a
boy who never owned a pair of new shoes. But the
grinding poverty of his youth left him always looking over his shoulder, always fearful that the wolf
of want was still on the prowl, if not at the door
or even in the yard, then indisputably just outside
the gate of his hard-earned life.

I

KNOW ALL lllESE Til!NGs ABOur MY FATHER, AND

always conveniently since for all of those years he
lived in greater Chicago and for most I lived in
New Orleans. Despite a sustained connection,
however, my father and I were never close. In our
relationship there remained a formality we were
never able to overcome. We shook hands rather
than hugged. We never talked about personal matters, much less shared secrets. For the most part, I
knew my father as other people knew him,
through his public words and actions. Thus I felt,
as he lay dying several years ago, that I had never
known him at all. I don't know that it is typical to
feel such a sad divide between parent and child.
But certainly the experience is not mine alone.
And, as I routinely do, I retreat to the sanctuary of
cinema for solace and enlightenment, to two
recent American films that address the issue of
parents and alienated children trying to connect
before it's too late.

many more. I know that he was a man of faith. My
dad was a New Testament theologian who at various times in his career pastored churches and
taught at liberal arts colleges and seminaries. He
was a charismatic speaker
who projected great authoriLiving in the tidy suburban
ty from the pulpit and the
world that his generation had father and son
lectern. He was a committed
Director Tim Burton's
constructed
almost
overnight,
Christian whose sense of
Big Fish, adapted for the
my father worried that we
calling to the ministry was
screen by John August from
might become soft, that we
genuine. I know that my
Daniel Wallace's novel, is the
father saw his strictness with
story of an attempted deathmight be blindsided and
his children as an act of love.
undone in a world that was bed reconciliation between a
Living in the tidy suburban
father and son who haven't
harsher than we understood. so much fought as they have
world that his generation
At spring break of my senior failed to understand each
had constructed almost
year in college, my father
overnight, he worried that
other and, thus, have drifted
we might become soft, that
apart. Ed Bloom (Albert
took me aside and told me
we might be blindsided and
that he was cccutting me off,,, Finney) is dying in the small
undone in a world that was
Alabama town where he's
that I must not plan, for
harsher than we understood.
lived most of his life. Ed and
whatever
reason,
to
come
At spring break of my senior
his son, Will (Billy Crudup),
home again to live.
year in college, my father
haven't seen each other much
took me aside and told me
in recent years, but at the
behest of his mother, Sandra Qessica Lange), Will
that he was "cutting me off," that I must not plan,
for whatever reason, to come home again to live.
comes from his journalist's job in the city to his
I had no such plans, and he knew that, but he felt
father's bedside so that they can make peace at the
twenty-fourth hour of Ed's life.
compelled to state his position plainly. I was on my
The reasons for the estrangement between
own now, as he had been at my age. I had never
thought otherwise, but I was hurt that he felt he
father and son proceed most immediately from
an event at Will's wedding when Ed (as we see
had to say aloud what I judged best left unsaid, to
in flashback) tells a long, wild story about the
turn into a threat what I had long since decided.
day of Will's birth. The wedding audience,
My father and I never suffered the breach that
some parents and children experience. We didn't
including Will's French bride Josephine
fight. We were always intellectual mates, agreeing
(Marion Cotillard), is charmed by the story, but
Will is angered because he thinks Ed is hogging
on matters of politics, religion, and culture. As an
adult, I visited him regularly on holidays, not
center stage on an occasion when the father
22123 The Cresset Epiphany/Lent 12004

ought to be content to let the spotlight shine on
the son. And here we have one of the film's central weaknesses. Ed's behavior appears genuinely loving, and Will's reaction seems a mysteriously resentful overreaction.
Eventually, Will makes clear that the wedding
story is only the crowning example of a gripe he
has nursed for many years. Instead of reading to
Will when he was a child, Ed told him tall tales,
always with Ed himself as the central character
and epic hero. Will loved his dad's stories, but he
also believed them. When he became old enough
to discover that his father's adventures must surely have been exaggerations if not outright fabrications, Will felt tricked; when Ed refused to admit
that his stories weren't true, Will's anger
increased. Because Ed steadfastly maintains that
his stories really happened, Will feels that he has
been denied the opportunity ever to really know
his father. And that's the core of his resentment.

~NE

FAMHJAR WITH

TIM BURTON'S EARLIER

work as the director of such films as Edward
Scissorhands, Bettlejuice, Ed Wood, and the first
two Batman movies will not be surprised by the
energy of the fantastical sequences that dramatize
Ed's tales. These hyperbolic narratives tell how Ed
(played in his youth by Ewan McGregor) develops
superhuman skill while in high school where he
stars on every sports team and takes first prize at
the science fair too. Subsequently, Ed makes the
acquaintance of a gentle giant named Karl
(Matthew McGrory), works as a stuntman in a circus, woos Sandra (in her youth played by Alison
Lohman) by buying every daffodil in three states,
becomes an astonishingly successful traveling
salesman, secures his prosperity through an
alliance with poet/bankrobber/Wall Street investor
Norther Winslow (Steve Buscemi at his delightfully sleazy best) and earns honors as a Korean War
hero who operates behind enemy lines and
cements his friendship with conjoined crooners
Ping (Ada Tai) and Ling (Arlene Tai). This is the
very kind of otherworldly material that Burton
does better than anyone else making movies. But I
found it easily this film's least interesting part, not
pointed enough to bear much examination, not
inventive enough to dazzle and delight.
Most of Ed's stories can be understood as
pure exaggeration. But an episode in the small

town of Spectre eludes analysis. At first we think
the isolated community where everyone is blissful
and no one wears shoes is a metaphor for heaven,
but like a kaleidoscope, the account of the town
twists and transforms in the movie's second half,
and we don't know then how to interpret it at all.
The picture is emotionally smart in the way it handles Ed's suspected affair with a pretty resident of
the town named Jenny (Helena Bonham Carter),
but we nonetheless lose our grip on what the town
or even Jenny stands for. Moreover, since Burton
is more interested in images than actors, one feels
that Big Fish's capable cast is utilized less than it
might be.
Still, the picture stages a monumental rally at
the end and works in canny closing observations
about the relationship between the storyteller and
the story. Will wants his father to tell him the truth
to show who Ed really is. And gradually we get it:
all along Ed has. The facts of the story may be
altered or largely made up, but they nonetheless
relate the truth of who Ed is. And in reference presumably to himself as well as any other narrative
artist, Burton asserts forthrightly in voiceover that
it's the stories that endure and it's through the stories that the storyteller achieves immortality. In
short, the storyteller and the story are inseparable.
The picture's climactic sequence is a knockout. A breakthrough is achieved and Will is able to
give Ed the perfect gift with which to depart his
life. I dare say the last fifteen minutes of this film
will touch anyone who has lost a parent, particularly a parent the bereaved child wishes to have
known better, any child, in short, like me.
mothers and daughters
There is much to admire and much wisdom in
Big Fish, but I am more fond of writer/director
Peter Hedges' subtly funny and ultimately touching family comedy Pieces of April, starring Katie
Holmes as April Burns, a twentysomething wild
child of a suburban middle-class family. Always at
odds with her mother Joy (the magnificently versatile Patricia Clarkson, creating another of her
edgy, indelibly etched characters), April has moved
to Manhattan and fallen in with a series of losers.
She's pierced, tattooed, angry, and undirected.
Currently, she's living with Bobby (Derek Luke),
an African-American man we suspect must be a
drug dealer. April's ineffectual dad Jim (Oliver
Platt) loves his older daughter, but his inherent

weakness has turned him into an enabler for his
accompany the Burns family on their long ride
wife's dark side. In a clearly dysfunctional family,
from the suburbs into the city. As Jim drives and
April's overweight teenaged sister Beth (Alison
Joy snipes, we realize how sick she is, both physiPill) consciously tries to curry favor with her parcally and spiritually. Constant vomiting suggests
ents by representing herself to be everything that
that her cancer is advanced and terminal. But
April isn't. April's teenaged brother Tim Uohn
rather than curry our sympathy for Joy, Hedges
Gallagher) takes refuge in photography. He can't
illustrates what a natively ugly person she's always
be expected to play a role or take sides because
been. For no particular purpose other than the bitter pleasure of meanness, she denigrates her hushe's got a family photograph to shoot.
The apple cart of these already troubled relaband and all of her children. Even her purported
tionships is upset as we approach year-end holicompliments are delivered with a poisoned pill of
self-congratulatory condescension.
days, because Joy has been diagnosed with breast
cancer and may not survive another year. In
response to this horrible news, April makes a bold
bid for reconciliation. She invites her entire famiMIRACLE OF nm FILM, THEN, ffi rnAT
ly to her tiny walk-up apartment for Thanksgiving
Hedges makes something so positive and hopeful
dinner. April makes this gesture
out of ingredients so distasteful
without eradicating her resentand unpromising. Nobody is
The miracle of this
ment toward her mother and
quite the person she or he initialfilm, then, is that
without false hope that an
ly seems. April's decision to
extended olive branch will result
reach out to her mother isn't
Hedges makes somein a lasting truce. It may not even
quite
heroic, but it is admirable.
thing so positive and
achieve
a
cease-fire.
hopeful out of ingredi- We never discover what Bobby is
Unbeknownst to her, her peaceup to, but we do see that his love
ents
so
distasteful
and
though
offering
invitation,
for April is both genuine and
unpromising. Nobody self-sacrificing. Jim's failings are
accepted by her mother, is
nonetheless treated with derision.
is quite the person she regrettable, but they are born of
Tim
and
Beth's
biggest
love. Beth's vicious sibling rivalor he initially seems.
Thanksgiving challenge, their
ry is despicable, but we come to
mother sneers, will be to hide
see it as a lonely and desperate
their disgust for the horrible meal April will
strategy for warming a cold maternal heart. And
inevitably prepare.
Joy's critical nature is a signpost only of a bad
personality. She never becomes likable, but ultimately we understand a difference between the
W
AT'S REALLY SMART ABOUT THffi SET-UP ffi
way she instinctively acts and the better emotions
how Hedges's script achieves a bracing holiday
she seems largely to keep imprisoned in her trouspirit without violating the established flaws of his
bled breast.
In the process of ineptly trying to prepare a
characters. April doesn't know how to prepare a
big family meal, and she doesn't go to extraordimeal that it's by no means certain her mother
will eat, April calls upon the kindness of
nary lengths to remediate her lack of culinary
skills. She does, however, buy a cookbook and
strangers, an initially hostile African-American
couple, a single Anglo man, and an immigrant
earnestly attempts to cook a traditional
Thanksgiving dinner. The first problem is that
Asian family with whom she can only commushe's always used her stove for storage and discovnicate in sign language. Two things emerge
ers far too late that it doesn't even work. So no
from these tortured contacts. In one, April tells
the story of the first Thanksgiving to people
sooner has the holiday turkey been washed and
stuffed than April must begin knocking on the
who have never heard it. In the second a
menagerie of people gather together for a holidoors of her neighbors to beg a kitchen to cook it
tn.
day meal that celebrates our cross-cultural
Meanwhile, cross-cutting from April's series
national holiday of gratitude in a spectacular
way. And only the hardest-hearted viewer will
of encounters with her difficult neighbors, we
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manage to watch the closing passage of this picture with an empty heart and a dry eye.

***
L.P. Hartley wrote in his novel, The Go-Between,
"The past is a foreign country; they do things differently there." I believe the same must be true of
heaven. In heaven those who love each other must
be able to communicate with each other better
than they do in this life, must be able to show love
and not feel it only, must be able to accept love
and not give it only. In the end, the parent/child
characters in Big Fish and Pieces of April make a

contact that I envy. I hope I can be with my father
who art in heaven and that we can embrace each
other in the next life in a way we never quite managed in this one. f
Fredrick Barton is a professor of English at the
University of New Orleans where he currently
serves as Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and
Provost. His fourth novel, A House Divided, won
the William Faulkner Prize in fiction. His awardwinning first novel, The El Cholo Feeling Passes,
has just been re-released in a new trade paperback
edition.

THE WOMAN WHO COLLECTS NOAH'S ARKS
Has them in every room of her big house,
wall hangings, statues, paintings, quilts and blankets,
ark lampshades, mobiles, Christmas tree ornaments,
t-shirts, sweaters, necklaces, books,
comics, a creamer, a sugar bowl, candles, napkins,
tea-towels and tea-tray, nightgown, pillow, lamp.
Animals two by two in plaster, wood,
fabric, oil paint, copper, glass, plastic, paper,
tinfoil, leather, mother-of-pearl, styrofoam,
clay, steel, rubber, wax, soap.
Why I cannot ask, though I would like
to know, the answer has to be simply
because. Because at night when she lies
with her husband in bed, the house rocks out
into the bay, the one that cuts in here to the flatlands
at the center of Texas. Because the whole wood structure
drifts off, out under the stars, beyond the last
lights, the two of them pitching and rolling
as it all heads seaward. Because they hear
trumpets and bellows from the farther rooms.
Because the sky blackens, but morning finds them always
safe on the raindrenched land,
bird on the windowsill.

Janet McCann
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green pastures
Eric Miller

MADONNA,

BR!lNEY, AND FRIENDS HAVING

perfected the kiss of death, it's well past time to
abandon the center of American popular music
and head toward the periphery in search of life.
As the brutal twentieth century continues to
teach, powerful centers of any sort deserve our
suspicion; it's a fact no less true of the world of
entertainment than of the world of government.
The self-absorbed, self-promoting pop "artists,"
completely surrendered as they are to the diabolical ethic of Cash and Cool, veer between a chic
cynicism and chic sentimentality that leave our
common life ever more vacuous. Their art is as
empty and dark as a dry well, as light as a
cloud-the kind that rises from industrial smokestacks. Like so much in our common life, it is
mere pollution.
So where to find green pastures? Out on the
periphery, Rounder Records has released two
albums that call warmly to those searching for a
way out of the smog. 0 Sister! and 0 Sister 2,
released in 2001 and 2002 on the heels of the
remarkable success of the 0 Brother, Where Art
Thou soundtrack and each subtitled a "Women's
Bluegrass Collection," deliver forty songs performed by twenty-two different artists; all are
women, as are many of the supporting musicians
and vocalists. Taken together, these albums reflect
not market-driven conformity but rather a hardwon perfecting of a sound and stance rooted in
another land, a land these artists embrace in feisty
defiance of the world that surrounds them.
It is the hopeful quality of the music itself that
beckons most powerfully, warning those who
would venture near that to embrace bluegrass is
itself an act of spiritual affirmation. We hear, if we
dare, that the universe is finally good, and just,
and beautiful, and so demands our reverence and
joy. Mandolins, guitars, fiddles, and banjos con-
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spire to doom our native gloom, often in just
under three minutes. These songs take their lively
shape upon a frame that's held together by gritty
hope. Oddly enough (to most of us, at least), the
brightness of bluegrass, far from limiting the
artist's ability to render evil, actually corrects and
deepens our understanding of it: by framing with
hope, the artists reveal corruption and sin for the
awful aberration they are. Music, both servant and
interpreter of time, invariably points somewhere;
it is essentially eschatological. Bluegrass pulses
with an eschatology of hope.

THAT'S NOT TO SAY TIIAT TIIE LYRICS THEM-

selves are particularly hopeful. Rather, disappointment and betrayal are the most common themes.
When Suzanne Thomas leans hard into the chorus
of the second song on the 0 Sister album, we hear
a righteous and swarthy anger meant to sear the
infidel's ears:
Why oh why did you leave me?
I can't count the tears that I cried
Why oh why did you deceive me, Love
With your silver tongue and gold plated lies?
This is an old and ugly story, the story of women
abandoned by faithless men, and these women
bequeath to us testimonies of longing for a love as
true and sturdy as they purport their own to be.
Occasionally, fidelity triumphs, as when Phyllis
Boyens buoyantly and resolutely, in her rendition
of "The Last Old Shovel," sings of a widow who
longs "to be laid by the side of my darling." More
often than not, though, it is a repeated plea for the
ever-teetering fidelity that comes through. "Please
don't neglect the rose in your garden," Ginny
Hawker gently implores. "Its beauty now is fastly
fading/Once it was the brightest red."
Faithfulness between lovers is, on these

Laurie Lewis, Claire Lynch, Lynn Morris, and
records, often grounded in faithfulness to a parRhonda Vincent. Four distinctive, rooted voices,
ticular piece of land or region. On the second
swept along by a banjo, guitar, and fiddle, offer a
album Thomas delivers another poignant song
song brimming with allusion. It's eight miles till
with her lovely recording of Robin and Linda
Williams' "Leaving the Land." Against a steady,
home for the excited, weary traveler, for sure. But
which home?
plaintive, rolling banjo, she sings, with believSince I've been gone everything's changed
able desperation,
There's been two weeks of steady rain
I've stood with you as long as I can stand
The dogwoods bloom-pink and white
and it tears me all apart
And that damp smell of new cut grass is everyMama, it breaks my heart
where tonight
to be leaving this land.
It's not just men who disrupt and destroy unions;
This vision of home-coming and rest is, finally,
what bluegrass points toward. At its best, bluegrass
our modern world, created substantially by men,
brings us together to place a public bet: life is
forms a decisive part of the circuit of devastation.
beautiful. We will live to see a bet"The wolves are howling at our
ter day-count that which we sing
door/we can't hold them back
Have men shaped this
and play now as just the firstfruits.
anymore," Thomas mourns. "It's
at
least
in
part
world
It's a Christian vision, of course.
time for us to turn the page/on the
to
accommodate
their
Bluegrass didn't spring from
sorrows of this sorry age/It's time
to leave behind this lone prairie."
own well-documented nowhere, but rather out of the
It raises a troubling question:
penchant for infidelity long history of a culturally marHave men shaped this world at
ginal people with Christian bearto the families,
ings; a properly trained academic
least in part to accommodate their
churches,
and
towns
might term it "ethnic." And, as
own well-documented penchant
that
require
their
for infidelity to the families,
one would expect, a few overtly
Christian songs make their
churches, and towns that require
faithful presence?
their faithful presence?
appearance on these albums,
including two beautiful old hymns from the Cox
Family (with Alison Krauss), "Will There Be Any
WOMEN, AND BLUEGRASS ITSELF, VIOCE
Stars?" and "Jewels." But it is the spare, haunting
another vision of freedom, one defined by the
duet of Ginny Hawker and Carol Elizabeth Jones
practice of keeping faith with friends and neighthat best captures the moral imperative that
bors, with the land, and with the past-all,
grounds this particular religious culture. They
warn repeatedly, "Father, you'd better be aarguably, essential ingredients for any who would
foster "community." This is music, accordingly,
prayin', prayin'/for time is winding up." Time is
that is eminently public and fraternal. If, as Bill
the ultimate gift, friend, and you will be judged by
Monroe has said, bluegrass is centered on compewhat you do with it.
tition, it is competition within the bounds of
Will bluegrass survive the demise of the parembrace: true sport. Bluegrass harkens toward an
ticular
culture-rural,
agricultural,
and
older way of life, where affirmation and inclusion,
Christian-that gave it birth? It's not probable.
But when, finally, modernity's great pyramid
not competitive triumph, have the final say.
Such affirmation, of course, opens the way for
scheme itself collapses, with any luck a few manjoy: that sweet burst of foretaste, amidst the travail
dolins and fiddles will be around to help us
and decay that time invariably brings, of the final
remember a better way. f
triumph of love and union. Nowhere is joy more
Eric Miller teaches history at Geneva College in
palpable on these albums than in the closing song
of 0 Sister!, a live cut of "Eight More Miles" by
Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania.

L ESE

America's God: From Jonathan
Edwards to Abraham Lincoln.
Mark A. Noll. Oxford University
Press, 2002.

While Noll covers well-worn topics, he does so with clarity and
originality, marking a path through
an intellectual and theological
labyrinth with a memorable narrative. This narrative reveals a dramatic shift in early American
Protestantism from an inherited
Reformation outlook associated
with Puritans and other colonial
and European Protestants to a
uniquely American form of evangelical Protestantism that, by the
early nineteenth century, dominated American society and culture,
providing the young nation with a
basic moral outlook and cluster of
political, social, and religious
habits of thought.
In telling this story, Noll does
not give us a disembodied history
of talking heads or dusty, littleread books, but rather a story of

power, and, by implication, its
persistence (hence, the title). Noll
explains that American theology
and church life has run a course
counter to those in Europe and

books that brings to life the com-

living, breathing people who cre-

trenchant

plexities and historical importance
of American religious life, especially the theological, social, and
political significance of Protestant
evangelicalism. Based on decades
of careful research on American,
European, and Canadian intellectual trends, religion, and politics,
Noll's magisterial, America's God:
From Jonathan Edwards to
Abraham Lincoln, more than satisfies both of these audiences and is
among the most important historical syntheses of American religion
yet written.
In America's God, Noll presents a lucid account of American
theological life from the colonial
period to the end of the Civil War.

ated and dispersed theological
ideas that shaped and were
shaped by the major political and
social events of this period. With
an eye to current political and
religious connections, Noll furthermore demonstrates that these
seemingly archaic theological
ideas, written down by figures
mostly unknown even to deeply
religious Americans, continue to
shape the way Americans think
not only about religion but about
themselves, their history, and
their nation.
At the heart of his analysis is an
explanation of why Protestantism
in America has been so unique by
western standards in its character,

empirical theological method,
and in the way that it justified or
consented to chattel slavery. In
fact, Noll comes to the stunning
conclusion
that
American
Protestantism in the nineteenth
century "differed from the religion
of
the
Protestant
Reformation as much as sixteenth-century
Reformation
Protestantism differed from the
Roman Catholic theology from
which it emerged."
As Noll probes this shift away
from Reformation Protestantism,
the period from roughly 1776 to
1865 emerges as a critical one in
which American Protestantism
wed itself to the nation's founda-

Over the past 25 years, Mark
A. Noll, McManis Professor of
Christian Thought at Wheaton
College in Illinois, has emerged as
one of our most astute interpreters
of American religion. For theologians, church leaders, and general
readers, Noll has offered keen
insights into the current state of
American church life in such
works as The Scandal of the
Evangelical Mind. For historians of
American Religion, Noll, along
with fellow historians such as
Nathan Hatch and George
Marsden at the University of
Notre Dame, has produced an
impressive corpus of articles and
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American Protestantism
in the nineteenth
century ccdiffered from
the religion of the
Protestant Reformation
as much as sixteenthcentury Reformation
Protestantism differed
from the Roman
Catholic theology from
which it emerged.~~
Canada in the way it has
embraced republicanism, economic liberalism, anti-elitism,
Biblicism,

and

an

tiona! political and philosophical
currents and thus became-especially with the adoption of republican ideals-the religion of "the
people" rather than of the state or
of religious institutions. The two
adopted philosophical currents
that most distinguished American
from Reformation Protestantism
were republicanism and Scottishbased commonsense realism.
Noll defines republicanism as
a loose cluster of ideas that combined the demands of civic virtue
or civic spirit with the goal of
government by representation to
bring about social and political
stability, equality before the law,
and political, intellectual, and
religious freedom (Republican
thought by the middle of the
nineteenth-century-especially in
the
American
North
and
Midwest-added liberal commitments to self-interest.) American
Protestants adopted republicanism around the time of the
Revolutionary War as they forsook older Reformed "covenantal" or Lutheran "separate
sphere" models of social and
political thought.
At about the same time,
American Protestants adopted a
new philosophical system associated with a number of Scottish
thinkers that Noll and others have
identified as "commonsense" philosophy. Commonsense philosophy postulated, among other
things, a common or universal
moral sense in all human beings
that enabled any moderately-educated and ethically-oriented person to apprehend the moral, religious, and natural laws that governed both the physical and metaphysical realms.
The optimistic adherents of
this way of thinking imagined a
natural and moral universe in

which humans had an almost limitless ability to perceive truth-a
universe where even God was
immediately knowable. Noll
insists that most European and
Canadian Christians rejected both
republicanism and commonsense
thinking, and he furthermore contends that both of these patterns of
thought contradicted key features
in Augustinian or Reformation
Protestantism.
More on this unstable intellectual mixture in a moment, but,
pressing on, to explain why
Americans adopted these patterns
of thought, Noll first describes
how
the
Reformation
Protestantism of the Puritans and
other European colonists was
essentially confessional, conservative, and deferential in its theology and how it was perspectival in
its philosophical orientation. For
Noll, this second point is especially important. As he explains,

This revival thus began a
process some might call
the ccdemocratization~~ of
evangelical Protestantism,
meaning that evangelicals
adopted a do-it-yourself
anti-elitism that touted
ordinary folks~ ability to
manage church affairs
and to read the Bible
for themselves.
Puritans
and
most
other
Reformation or Augustinian
Protestants thought that believers
needed a special infusion of grace
that reoriented their perspectives
so that they could grasp salvation
or truths about God, society,
virtue, etc. This outlook minimized human intellectual and
moral potential and was similarly

incompatible with political or
social ideas that assumed a common human ability to perceive
truth (republicanism, for example). Thus, this outlook was essentially incompatible with the republicanism that emerged in the nineteenth-century Atlantic world. For
Noll, this inherited outlook culminated in Jonathan Edwards (17031758), who, though he engaged
new philosophical ideas, always
had an eye to preserve traditional
points of dogma and a perspectival orientation.
Two things happened to transform this Reformation outlook
into one more friendly to republican ideas. The first, ironically, was
in part the creation of Edwards:
the evangelical revivalism that
emerged in the eighteenth-century.
The second was the American
Revolution. With the emergence
of revivalism under the likes of
Edwards and Anglican evangelist
George Whitefield, a newly-energized evangelical Protestantism
that emphasized an instantaneous
and
experiential conversiOn
expanded into the backwoods. It
not only won new converts, it also
moved away from earlier theological and ecclesiastical preferences in
order to reach large audiences and
shepherd growing flocks of young
converts without the benefit of a
large clerical force.
This revival thus began a
process some might call the
"democratization" of evangelical
Protestantism, meaning that evangelicals adopted a do-it-yourself
anti-elitism that touted ordinary
folks' ability to manage church
affairs and to read the Bible for
themselves. Moreover, in a process
some might call "privatization,"
the Awakening's stress on personal
holiness
undercut
older
Reformation ideas about church

and state that centered on a
covenantal relationship among
God, citizens, the church, and
local government or some form of
religious establishment.
So, as church life became more
democratized (and eventually disestablished), and as a more privatized spirituality weakened older
ideas about the church's role in
state and society, political and
other social events unfolding from
the 1750s to 1770s provided the
context for evangelicals to adopt
republicanism.
For Noll, this connection
between republicanism and evangelical theology placed American
Protestantism at the heart of the
nation's political and intellectual
life and also made republican
thought palatable to people who
might otherwise have been
offended by its radical or anti-religious associations. By 1776 this
connection between religious
thought and public life helped
sacralize the revolt against King
George and afterwards facilitated
the emergence of America's "civil
religion"-the idea that republicamsm or democracy offers the
only right or sacred means for
governing a nation and that
America was in some way
sacred-a nation specially favored
by God and thus set apart for
some providential purpose.
And yet, while religion provided motive force for the revolution
and sacralized republican ideas,
American Protestants also altered
their theology to adopt republicanism. In the process, classical
republican notions about civic
virtue merged with Christian
notions of religious or moral
virtue in such a way as to alter
what this very term meant for
American Protestants. Recall that
traditional
Protestants
like
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Edwards
advocated
the
Augustinian notion that virtue or
moral living required a prerequisite supernatural change of heart,
and thus virtue-both public and
private-was linked to a particular perspective. Republican social
stability, however, required that
all citizens-Christian or not-be
able to perceive and practice readily-knowable and universal moral
and political truths. The intellectual crisis created by this mixture
of republican equality and
Protestant particularity therefore
coincided with the rejection of
Augustinian perspectivalism in
favor of a more compatible philosophical outlook-in this case,
commonsense realism.
As the nineteenth century
opened,
then,
evangelical
Protestants joined their emphasis
on immediate conversion to
republicanism and commonsense
philosophy, mixing with it a
Baconian sort of empiricism. For
Noll, this amalgamation had at
least two important ramifications
that, again, moved American
Protestantism in directions that
differed from developments in
Europe and Canada. First, commonsense philosophy in America
reinforced a growing elevation of
human ability to apprehend not
only universal moral laws but also
salvation. This elevation of human
potential fueled much of the theological debate for the first half of
the nineteenth century and also
undergirded new revivalistic techniques that called on sinners by the
thousands to respond to revivalists' preaching by an act of their
own wills-a development that
prompted explosive evangelical
growth in an episode often called
the "Second Great Awakening."
Second, commonsense philosophy provided a rationale for

republican social stability after the
fall of established churches. For
while no established church
remained to enforce public morality, evangelicals argued that
schools, local churches, voluntary
associations, Christian homes, and
other "democratic" agents of
social stability could cultivate a
public morality necessary for a virtuous and stable republic. Noll
also points out that, even as academic and armchair theologians
adopted these new forms of

Commonsense
philosophy provided a
rationale for republican
social stability after the
fall of established
churches. For while no
established church
remained to enforce
public morality, evangelicals argued that
schools, local churches,
voluntary associations,
Christian homes, and
other "democratic''
agents of social stability
could cultivate a public
morality necessary for a
virtuous and stable
republic.
thought, they remained attachedthough often in shaky ways-to
traditional Protestant ideas about
sin, grace, and conversion (often
with alterations to the meaning of
original sin). Further, they
remained especially attached to
the Bible as the source of religious
truth-a source containing commonsense axioms available to anyone who might read it empirically.
As an aside, Noll is convinced
about (and makes a convincing

argument for) the central place of
Calvinist
thinking
and
of
Edwards' thought, in particular, in
this story. Noll notes that
Calvinists
(primarily
New
England Congregationalists and,
further south, Presbyterians) were
soon outnumbered by Methodists
and other non-Calvinists but that,
although fewer in number, these
Calvinists articulated the most
precise and influential theological
ideas of their day, even among
non-Calvinists.
In stressing the importance of
Calvinism, Noll does not neglect
churches more closely tied to specific ethnic communities-especially Lutherans and German and
Dutch Reformed. For their part,
most Lutherans who migrated to
America before the Revolution
adopted these same Americanizing
tendencies; because of their theology of separate religious and political spheres, Lutherans were a bit
more
reluctant than
most
Calvinists and Methodists to
accept republicanism, but eventually they did so. Lutherans migrating to America in the 1840s,
though they harbored traditions
and ideas that ran counter to
American developments, had only
a minimal impact on the dominant
thinking because of their linguistic
and cultural isolation. Similarly,
Roman Catholics living in America
at the time of the Revolution also
embraced republican tendencies,
while Irish and German Catholics
coming to America in the nineteenth century faced both ethnic
isolation and outright contempt.
By 1850, then, a powerful
combination of revivalism, mostly
traditional dogma, republicanism,
and commonsense philosophy had
established an antiestablishmentarian Protestant evangelical
m
America;
establishment

Protestant evangelicalism provided the basic lexicon for
Americans' political, social, and
moral thinking. But by this time

As they battled for turf,
both the conservative
and romantic forms of
Protestantism
nevertheless intensified
their commitments to
republicanism and to
the idea that America's
history, bloody as it had
recently become,
revealed the Providence
of God.
the establishment was beginning
to crumble, and Noll marks the
final episode in his story as one of
declension, internal unraveling,
and ultimate transformation. One
of the most visible signs of this
instability was Protestants' vulnerability to the political and social
challenges of Catholic immigration. Especially in the larger cities,
Protestants lost social and political
ground to Catholics and began to
question their commitment to a
social stability based on a universal, commonsense capacity for
self-government.
Also important to its downfall
were evangelical Protestants' often
specious attempts to connect traditional dogma to republican or
commonsense thought. Though
the unraveling of this intellectual
conglomeration was complex, its
basic instability created dissenters
(village-atheist types, transcendentalists), intellectual challenges
(German idealism, High-Church
most
confessionalism),
and,
importantly,
an
alternative
Protestantism rooted not in rational empiricism but in the romantic

tradition
associated
with
Coleridge and Carlyle.
This commonsense romanticism, which was heavy on sentiment and light on commitments to
traditional orthodoxy, engendered
a republican theism not necessarily
attached to rationalism or
Baconianism. This new outlook
was best exemplified by the theology of Horace Bushnell and the
writings of Harriet Beecher Stowe
(Uncle Tom,s Cabin), and then
later by the less-explicitlyProtestant theism of Abraham
Lincoln, who emerges by the end
of the book as someone with a
depth of intellect at least close to
that of Edwards.
As this romantic theism
emerged as the dominant religious
tendency after the Civil War, it
became the main combatant with
more orthodox forms of evangelical Protestantism. As they battled
for turf, both the conservative and
romantic forms of Protestantism
nevertheless intensified their commitments to republicanism and to
the idea that America's history,
bloody as it had recently become,
revealed the Providence of God.
While Lincoln might have questioned the outcome of this providential design, most American
Protestants, Catholics, and mere
theists maintained a Puritan commitment to America's being in one
way or another God's chosen
"City on a Hill."
Along with these internal and
external challenges, Noll argues
that one of the most serious blows
to antebellum Protestant hegemony came from evangelicals' own
ambivalence over race and their
support of, or consent to, slavery.
Noll points out that most
Americans held the inferiority of
blacks as a commonsense axiom.
Once again, this assumption gen-

erated a uniquely American
acceptance or defense of slavery.
For southern evangelicals this
commonsense view of race supported arguments for slavery that
appealed to Scripture and republican thought to show how the
"peculiar institution" stabilized
the nation.
But ambivalence towards black
equality among most northern
evangelicals-even among those
who opposed slavery on principle-undercut evangelicals' potential to reconcile an increasingly
divided nation or to address the
horror of slavery itself. This impotence only further eroded confidence in the antebellum evangelical establishment from within and
without and therefore assisted, by
the time of the Civil War, the
decline of evangelicals' synthesis
of
traditional
orthodoxy,
Scripture, commonsense, and
republican political ideas.
In the end, then, for general
readers interested in the history of
the American church, issues of
church and state, or theology and
church life more generally, Noll
outlines why American Protestants
-and to a large extent just plain
old Americans-believe many of
the things they do, especially the
assumption that republican or
democratic ideas are sacred or selfevident and that America is a
"blessed" nation, one that has a
special or even providential mission before God to sustain the
ideals of freedom or democracy at
home or abroad. Again, Noll does
not specifically connect antebellum theology to modern political,
social, diplomatic, or religious
events, but one need not look very
hard to see such connections.
For academics-historians,
theologians, and anyone else
interested in the history of politi-
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cal thought, religion, philosophy,
or theology-this book is essential reading.
It summarizes and recounts in far
more detail than can be covered
here the intricacies and nuances of
the theological ideas in this era with
careful attention to the social contexts of gender, race, class, and ethnicity. For historians and social scientists, Noll emphasizes the power
of ideas and theology to shape historical events by providing people
with a basic moral orientation and
language. As did H. Richard
Niebuhr, Noll calls theologians to
grapple not only with the way historical and social forces shape theology but, moreover, to consider the
implications of these contingencies
for moral reasoning and theological
commitments more generally.

Joe Creech

Jonathan Edwards: A Life. George
Marsden. Yale University Press,
2003.
Jonathan Edwards broke the
proverbial mold. In this new biography of the eighteenth-century
American divine, Notre Dame's
George Marsden tells us that
Edwards' grandmother "was an
incorrigible profligate, his greataunt committed infanticide, and
his great-uncle was an axe-murderer." On the other hand, the
Edwards family-post-Jonathan"produced scores of clergymen,
thirteen presidents of institutions
of higher learning, sixty-five professors, and many other persons of
notable achievements." Readers
can find the former information in
this book's early pages, and
Marsden offers it as one explanation for Edwards' seemingly dour
view of human nature. Marsden
presents the latter facts, with oth-

ers, to suggest that Edwards was a
remarkable man of wide and
enduring influence.
No one, especially the person
who takes time to read this very
fine biography, could deny that
Edwards was remarkable. The
works of his post-mortem critics,
such as Yale president Ezra Stiles,
are now unread save by specialists,
while Edwardsiana abounds-see,
for example, the relevant books
by the Lutheran theologian
Robert Jenson, Sang Hyun Lee,
Michael McClymond, Gerald
McDermott, Stephen R. Holmes,
Amy Plantinga Pauw, and the
more popular and accessible
reflections of John Piper.
Edwards' complete works have
yet to be published; when the sum
of it all is finally made available
for public consumption, it will fill
myriad shelves.
Edwards was, from the outset,
an unusual male. As a young person he had "scrupulous respect
for authority" and "adultlike
opinions" -not the type of kid to
enjoy pranks and pulling out
girls' hair. Indeed, Edwards "had
no middle gears; He could not
abide inconsistencies."
Marsden
suggests
that
Edwards' lack of levity had something to do with temperament.
Edwards had a "warm and affectionate side," Marsden notes, but
the theologian was frequently considered pompous, sanctimonious,
aloof, and condescending. As is
sometimes the case among intellectually superior people (and is even
more the case among grasping but
inferior minds), Edwards possessed a certain ungodly pride that
he struggled against and did manage in time to tone down.
Edwards' seriousness also had
to do with the rigorous Calvinism
to which he held and from within

which he saw the world. Marsden
emphasizes that, for Edwards,
God's essence is love. Thus, for
instance, God allowed people to
sin so that his salvific love could be
revealed to them. Even the belief
that "no child was innocent or
worthy of anything but eternal
damnation" (Marsden's words)
explained-or
could
be
"explained"-as suggestive of
God's love. This is a tough doc-

Even the belief that ccno
child was innocent or
worthy of anything but
eternal damnation''
could be explained-or
ccexplained''-as
suggestive of God's love.
This is a tough doctrine
to swallow for many
people who have had the
grim opportunity of
listening to strict
Calvinists tell them that
God is uglorified" when
newborns not counted
among the Elect are,
upon their exit from the
birth canal, chucked into
the fiery pit.
trine to swallow for many people
who have had the grim opportunity of listening to strict Calvinists
tell them that God is "glorified"
when newborns not counted
among the Elect are, upon their
exit from the birth canal, chucked
into the fiery pit. But Marsden
deals admirably with Edwards on
his own terms and tries to show
how such a view-unbiblical and
ghoulish as it is-can be construed
as Christian.
Edwards himself was not very

emotional, yet he liked to see the
"religious affections" at work in
other people-but only if that
spiritual enthusiasm led to longterm Christian action. He was not
a flashy speaker, but through
"sheer intensity" he summoned
sensations in his hearers. This
seems to have been especially true
of his most famous, though untypical, sermon, "Sinners in the
Hands of an Angry God."
Marsden writes that while preaching it Edwards was interrupted
with "shrieks and cries." Soon,
repentance was forthcoming.
Revival broke out.
The kingdom of God seemed to
be at hand. But then passions
ebbed. Revival died. And, in time,
Edwards was so at odds with his
backslidden Connecticut congregation that he was, effectively, fired.
From thence he went to an Indian
mission school in Massachusetts,
where more inter-personal conflict
awaited him. Indeed, there were
few Edwards could labor with
closely for long periods of time. He
collaborated with and appreciated
the significant efforts of the
revivalist George Whitefield, but
their personalities were too different for them to be able to work
side by side.
America's greatest theologianphilosopher, it turns out, was "a
lightning rod for controversies,
jealousies and bitter resentments."
And over the years Edwards came
to see that he was unable to build
up "personal goodwill" among
average parishioners who saw him
as dogmatic and cold. Marsden
tells us that Edwards suggested
many times in writing that "he
might not be suited for anything
but writing." But, for all his coolness, he was a successful father; his
children dearly loved him.
As Marsden's discussions of

Edwards' many important theological treatises suggest, the theologian surpassed the vast majority of his peers in intellect and
scholarly drive. (Edwards' Nature
of True Virtue, says Marsden, is
"an intellectual gem by any standard.") But, like everyone else,
Edwards was also a man of his
times. He condemned the slave
trade, but not slavery proper (he
owned slaves); he was certain that
the pope was Antichrist; and he
believed that America would play
a key role in bringing on the glorious millennium.
Foreshadowing the legions of
contemporary college and university "professors" whose chief profession (in actions if not words) is
that they want as little to do with
students as possible, Edwards
accepted the position as president
of the College of New Jersey (later
Princeton University) in the late
175Os on the understanding that
writing and publication were his
primary tasks. He would be interested in teaching Hebrew mainly
because that would help him in his
own biblical studies. As it happens,
Edwards did not spend much time
at the college; he contracted smallpox as a result of an inoculation he
himself had arranged-another
strange contingency in the thoroughly predetermined universe he
inhabited.
George Marsden's prose is
serviceable, and often good, if not
elegant. He knows, unlike many
academic biographers, that the
writing of a life involves more than
setting down names, dates and
events. It involves glimpsing into
the soul, the psyche, the emotions.
Edwards left almost no introspective writings behind. So, definitive
sources lacking, Marsden sometimes had to employ human fellow-feeling to provide readers

with a sense of Edwards' inner
man. It's to Marsden's credit that
he recognizes that psychology, too,
is in the province of history.

Preston Jones

How Much Is Enough? Hungering
for God in an Affluent Culture.
Arthur Simon. Baker Books, 2003.
In this book Art Simon, the
founder and president emeritus of
Bread for the World, calls
American Christians to a critical
examination of our materialistic
lifestyles. He warns that our culture challenges our Christian faith
with a false message about the
meaning and value of life. It
tempts us to define the value of life
strictly in terms of material possessions: if we only secure the desired
possessions, fulfillment and happiness will be ours.
Simon reminds us that Jesus
spoke very often and pointedly
about wealth and poverty, constantly warning his followers
about the dangers of earthly possessions. His message described
wealth not as a blessing for the
obedient, but rather as an impediment to discipleship. Immersion in
the material mania of American
life can easily lead to the worship
of money. And Jesus makes it clear
that we cannot serve both God and
money.
The purpose of Jesus' message
was not to make life difficult and
unpleasant, but rather to free us
for living the abundant life God
intends for us. Jesus gives us a
transcendent purpose for living,
but we tend to lose sight of that
purpose by getting bogged down
in pursuits that aren't really very
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important. We need time for
Sabbath rest and for sensitivity to
and compassion for the needy people in our world.
In successive chapters entitled
"The Poverty of Riches," "The

His message described
wealth not as a blessing
for the obedient, but
rather as an impediment
to discipleship.
Immersion in the
material mania of
American life can easily
lead to the worship of
money. And Jesus makes
it clear that we cannot
serve both God
and money.
Sorrow of Pleasure," and "The
Weakness of Power," Simon shows
that the pursuit of wealth, pleasure, and power easily enslaves us.
Like a mood-enhancing drug that
must be taken in ever increasing
doses to give the desired effect,
this worldly trio constantly entices
us to desire just a little more. We
are never satisfied with enough.
Simon, however, is no dour
ascetic who condemns all material
goods as evil. He acknowledges
and affirms the beauty and the
bounty of God's creation as it is
intended for us to enjoy. He appreciates the many benefits that have
accrued from the inventions and
discoveries which fuel our economic growth, and he affirms the
importance of economic growth
for the poor as well as for the
wealthy. Still, he warns that material progress in and of itself is a
mixed bag that provides huge ben-

efits for some while leaving others
mired in grinding poverty.
Another significant point of
Simon's book is that preoccupation with material gain actually
keeps the Christian from experiencing the fullness of life God
intends. Simon is no sadistic
prophet seeking to deprive us of
every last ounce of enjoyment of
God's good earth. Rather, he is
calling us to a higher standard
that will enable us to focus our
time and energy on the Kingdom
of God and, in so doing, to
experience a richness and joy
that we would otherwise miss.
Simon recounts that his teenage
son once told him that he
planned to become a stockbroker, a millionaire by the age of
thirty, and then retire to the
Bahamas. Simon's response? "I
told him I would be deeply hurt
to see him fail so badly."
Art Simon's book may not be
the definitive wo..-d on the proper
Christian stance toward our materialistic society. He himself
acknowledges that many of the
questions he raises about our
lifestyles do not have easy answers.
How much pleasure can and
should we take in material goods?
Is some affluent spending necessary to sustain economic growth
and prosperity for all? What exactly is our obligation to people in the
third world who struggle just to
meet their basic needs for food,
clothing and shelter?
In raising these important questions, Simon, like the prophets of
old, challenges the rampant materialism of American Christians,
provoking us to consider anew
which gods we really serve.

Daniel Boerman
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the DaVinci code and the two books

Alan G. Padgett

0

NE OF MY FAVORITE COUSINS LIVES IN A

beautiful part of Washington with her husband
and two great kids. They regularly attend church,
and the children go to Catholic school. My cousin
is an educated and well-traveled, thoughtful
Christian. Thus you may imagine my surprise
when I recently found that she was experiencing
a crisis of faith after reading a popular novel, Dan
Brown's The DaVinci Code. While fiction, the
book claims to have much basis in fact. There's
the rub.
A vast number of readers (even those as intellectually sophisticated as my cousin) have given
tremendous weight to the history presented in the
novel, a "history" that details a conspiracy about
the true identity of Jesus. Imagine a novel suggesting that a secret society of Jews covered up the fact
that they "faked" the Dead Sea Scrolls. Or that a
coven of politically motivated mad scientists faked
the Apollo Moon walk. Who would take such
"history" seriously as anything but fiction? But
DaVinci is accepted as plausible, and perhaps true,
by thousands of readers. Of course, the dividing
line between fact and fiction has become blurred
in our postmodern culture.
So the problem is not simply one of ignorance
about the Bible and Church history (though that is
also a genuine problem). The greater problem is
that Americans are not used to thinking hard
about religion, or believing that there are any facts
to know about faith. When it comes to religion,
everything depends upon your point of view, or so
Americans tend to believe. The world of critical
history, hard thinking, and facts are thus rendered
from the world of religion, faith, and feelings.

Surely this is a major spiritual disease affecting our

nation. For fun, and in recognition of Dan
Brown's achievement, let us call it "daVinciitis."
It is harmful to both rational thought and religious faith when the two are held apart as though
they have nothing to do with each other. As a
practical matter, these areas of our mind cannot
actually be held apart. The natural and social sciences-including critical history-operate within
traditions of inquiry that are guided by shared values, philosophical presuppositions, and larger perspectives which ground their practice.
To learn any rigorous science, whether history
or biology, is to be inducted into a way of thinking, i.e., into a particular rationality and approach
to reality. But we have bifurcated our minds into a
world of empirical "facts" where the sciences
operate, and a world of personal "meaning" where
we place our religious faith and other purely personal matters. This split between facts and values,
between academic reflection and religion, is one of
the factors that make "daVinciitis" possible. We
have identified faith as "personal," and inoculated
religion from "scientific criticism." At the same
time, we have made "science" and "history"
impervious to legitimate philosophical and moral
criticisms, thus eliminating some hard questions in
both arenas. Is there any cure for this rational and
spiritual disease?

cLEARLY BEITER EDUCATION

~

NEEDED, NOT

only in our churches, but in our schools, colleges,
universities, and seminaries. From the very beginning, Christianity has been an educational movement. Christians have founded schools, colleges,
universities, and seminaries wherever the Gospel
has gone, from the time of Origen in Alexandria,
through the founding of the universities of Europe
by Christian scholars, to our own day wherein
new schools and colleges are being built around

the world. Part of the motivation for this great
educational thrust is the concept of the "Two
Books of God: Nature and Scripture." Science was
promoted by the Christian scholars and universities of old Europe not only because of its usefulness, but also because reading the book of Nature
brings glory to the Creator. Both divinity and natural philosophy (as they were once called) can be
studied to expand the mind, to learn the truth
about our world, and to glorify the Creator. The
union of Science and Scripture lies at the foundation of Western knowledge in every area of the
university, including the natural sciences and theology.

SCIENCE IS NOT METAPHYSICALLY OR MORALLY

neutral. It needs the moorings of a larger worldview to ground its values and practices, as well as
the guiding star of religious values. Better integration of science and religion makes for better science. The DaVinci Code has again reminded me:
the separation of religion and science is bad for
religion and bad for science, too.
If the Church is going to help our culture
overcome "daVinciitis," we will need courageous
leaders and educators. Fear and ignorance guard
the passageways between Scripture and Science,
keeping these two in a constant conflict in public
schools and the public mind. Genuine Christian
faith is not opposed to natural science, nor to the
best critical historical research into the life of
Jesus. Christians who know that God is the source
of all truth should welcome the established results
of any academic discipline. The best science is
fully compatible with the best Christian theology,
though one would never know this listening to
popular culture. Local churches are not much better, for the most part. We are often afraid to speak
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on "controversial" subjects. How much easier it is
to stick to the Bible stories, and the simple gospel!
While I value teaching the basics of the faith, we
must also attempt to make sense of the gospel in a
scientific age.
We must find today the courage and passion
that drove the Church to found the great universities of Europe. We need to find again the illumination of the Spirit in our context, that we might
take every thought captive to Christ. Helping our
culture overcome the false division between religion and science will not be easy, it will take
vision, boldness, tact, and determination. We will
have to overcome our own fear of criticism, and
the larger animosities in popular culture, in the
name of Christ, the true light.
There are many theological difficulties ahead
if we take the Book of Nature seriously as a source
of God's truth. Yet anything less than a fully scientific and fully Christian worldview will not heal
our spiritual malaise. Without such an integrated
worldview, developed through a careful reading of
God's two books, we are left to a re-writing of our
story that is true to neither the Book of Nature nor
the Book of Scripture and is good for neither
Christians nor the world in which we live. If The
DaVinci Code is any indication of our spiritual
problems, we are still in need of the intellectual
courage to read God's two Books together, to the
greater glory of God.

f

Alan G. Padgett teaches theology and science at
Luther Seminary in Saint Paul, Minnesota. He has
just published Science and the Study of God with
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.

TWIN
After living together for 29 years as twins conjoined at the head,
Ladan and Laleh Bijani died during a surgical attempt to separate them.
They were buried on July 10, 2003 in two caskets, two graves.

I. Initiation
"It was you who created my inmost self,
and put me together in my mother's womb."
-Psalm 139

To divide too difficult.
To twin more sweet than sorrow.
We drift in darkness.
And clutch. And clutch. And clutch.
Brain. Blood. Being.
Each an echo of herself.

Come inside my mind
said the sister to her sister.
And she did.
And she did.
II. Emergence
'What God has united, man must not
divide. "-Matthew 19:6

III. Separation
"I fealt a cleaving in my mind
As if my Brain had split! tried to match it-Seam by SeamBut could not make them fit."
-Emily Dickinson
To life too long too dangerous.
A breathing metaphor on fire.
Dual being/Single desire.
To be two.

My agony your agony.
Your joy my ecstasy.

Wide birth of double child.
Perfection of one.

Leave me only only once
said the sister to her sister.

Twenty fingers. Twenty toes.
Two quick hearts. Better to love with.

And she died.
And she died.

My dear. My dear.
No mother could survive such a daughter.

rv. Return
'and to die is different than anyone supposed,
and luckier"-"Song of Myself," Walt Whitman

Be my other and my own
said the sister to her sister.
And she did.
And she did

To divide too difficult.
To twin more deep than breath.
Self a desolation
The heartbeat of one.
Life spilt in drops on the surgeon's shoes.
Death the desire to be whole.

Take my body. Take my blood.
Said the sister to her sister.
And she did.

Angela O'Donnell

pew
going to the barrel
Thomas C. Willadsen
RECENTLY A PARISHIONER ASKEO,

"ToM,

where do your sermons come from?"
I answered this question as I've answered
similar questions for years: "Well, you see, a
mommy and daddy sermon love each other very
much. Then ... "
A more interesting question to me is "Where
do sermons go after they've been preached?" Or
to put a different spin on it, "Can these dry pages
live again?"
On the south wall of my office sit seven blue
three-ring binders that contain the collected wisdom of my preaching since 1991. Collected folly,
too, I guess. Once in a while I look at an old sermon to see whether I've used a particular illustration before. Sometimes I'm just curious about how
I've approached a particular passage or topic in
the past. These seven binders, plus the one currently being filled on my desk, are "My Barrel."
Every preacher has a barrel, where old sermons reside. They just might come in handy someday if we're in a bind, so we keep them. I imagine
my barrel is sort of like Sheol, as described in the
psalms. It's a dark, underground place where people aren't exactly dead, sort of like a bus station
with no arrival or departures scheduled forever. I
expect most of these texts will stay in their binders
forever. Years from now my sons will inherit them
and never look at them. Perhaps their children will
have the courage to throw them away.
At a recent continuing education event sponsored by the Wisconsin Council of Churches, the
leader asked the score of assembled pastors,
"What's your greatest fear as a preacher?"
"Repeating myself," was the immediate reply.
''And your second greatest fear?"
"Repeating myself," came the answer from the
other side of the room.
I keep and maintain my barrel primarily so
that I do not repeat myself in sermons. A secondary reason is so that I can preach a sermon again
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when invited to preach to a different community.
This phenomenon is interesting to me, because
sermons are so locally specific that I have wondered what other preachers have experienced in
preaching sermons in different settings. So I sent
an email to about sixty colleagues, seeking their
thoughts on "going to the barrel." Their responses surprised me.
Several colleagues addressed the difference
between the flocks they preach to at different services each Sunday, saying things like, "The 9:30
crowd is much livelier and more responsive than
the 11:00."
Two colleagues told stories of preachers who
lost their positions after being caught plagiarizing
sermons. But I was curious about preaching one's
own words, not somebody else's, at a different
time and place. Very few preachers admit to doing
this.

wHEN

I WAS AN ASSOCIATE PASTOR I WOULD

occasionally get invitations to do pulpit supply.
For these engagements I tried to go to the barrel.
The first time I was disappointed. The barrel was
a little lean early in my career, and the sermon I
had hoped to dust off was simply so awful that I
could not preach it. I wrote a new sermon. Since
then, as the barrel has filled and either my self-criticism has waned or my sermons have improved, I
have re-used sermons in other settings. It would
feel wasteful not to do so. It would be like throwing out an aluminum can when it's just as easy to
recycle.
The colleagues who responded to my request,
however, felt differently. Some of their insights follow.
The Reverend Andrew McDonald, pastor of
the largest Presbyterian Church in Nebraska had
this reaction:
''A great sardonic wit once said, 'Keeping a
diary is like returning to your own vomit.' This is

how I view trying to re-preach sermons. Or more ·
like being President at a White House Banquet and
serving visiting heads of state some left-overs that
have been crusted over with freezer burn for years.
You can re-use recipes, yes. But you absolutely
cannot re-preach a sermon."
The Reverend Clay MacCaulay of Peoria,
Illinois, shared this story. It might be true.
"The retired preacher was to supply the pulpit
of a neighboring church on the following Sunday.
A few days before his appointed Sunday, the
church secretary called him to request his sermon
title. The preacher, being in a hurry, told the secretary, 'Oh, I don't know .. . it's something from
the barrel.' The following Sunday, the preacher
opened his bulletin and discovered the title of his
sermon was-you guessed it-'Something from
the Barrel.'

time.
"What's scary is that one can get away with
preaching old sermons as long as you change the
jokes or stories. That's what people remember; the
rest of it is, regrettably, forgettable."
Hey, Jeff, if you change the jokes and stories
you're preaching a new sermon!
My favorite response came from The
Reverend David Butler of Rice Lake,
Wisconsin. David could be the funniest
Presbyterian minister on earth, which is an
honor akin to being the healthiest person in a
leper colony.
"I've never tried [re-preaching sermons] beyond
the nursing homes once every three months.
"I can always tell how pissed God is at me during Lent, especially a recent year when Easter fell
on the day we changed our clocks and it was my
Sunday to preach at the nursing
homes. I was exhausted, and
What's scary is that
REVEREND SAMUEL HAND
dragged my sorry ass into the
one can get away with nursing home at 4:30 in the afterSpeers, Chaplain at Vassar
College, passed on this anecdote.
preaching old sermons noon. The wheelchairs were lined
"William Sloane Coffin
as long as you change up, ancient people with their
heads bowed low in that endless
preached at Rockefeller Chapel
the jokes or stories.
waiting pose that seems eternal.
[University of Chicago] a couple
That's what people
But in front was one bright-eyed
of times when I was there. One
remember; the rest
time after the service he asked
little lady. She was grinning from
where the manuscript for his serear to ear. She was all dressed up,
of it is, regrettably,
mon was, explaining his desire to
hair freshly blued, a tasteful string
forgettable.
have a copy with, 'you never
of pearls. I never drag my manuknow when you're going to need
script into the nursing homes, but
try to remember what I said that morning. (I was
to make the souffle rise again."'
The Reverend Steve Minnema of Madison,
pretty sure it was something about the resurrecWisconsin shared this story.
tion.) And somehow, seeing this big smile and
"I had a good friend once who had just taken
pleasant greeting, I dug down and found it again.
a new job as an associate pastor to a man nearing
And I was excited about Easter once more, and not
retirement. She got a little concerned when a few
lost in my traditional 'He rose, I crashed' scenario.
weeks after starting her job she noticed on the pas'~s I reached what I hoped was a poignant
tor's desk a sermon with the name of President
pause for effect, my grinning friend looked to the
Nixon crossed out and the name of Bill Clinton
woman next to her and in a voice that could stop
penciled in above it. That's a deep barrel."
a cop car said, 'I AM BORED TO DEATH!!!' Not
And a shallow preacher!
since the Hindenburg has a bubble gone down in
The Reverend Jeff O'Neill of Alma, Michigan
such a blaze. It was sorry ass time for the rest of
related this recent experience.
the day, with but one haunting thought: why can
she say that, and I can't?"
"I got some applause, and a laugh, recently
when a worship service ran extremely long (due to
And here's something else to consider, David.
a visiting college choir, an out-of-control chilShe can say the same thing next week!
dren's sermon, and a multi-minute for mission)
The Reverend Thomas C. Willadsen pastors First
and I announced that I was going to put my prepared sermon in a barrel and haul it out another
Presbyterian Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

T HE

f

THOSE STONES, DISQUIETED
When you ask me for directions
to my parents' graves, I am
at a loss again, and you are
gentle, but amazed.
"The Springfield Cemetery,"
I say. "Sort of on a little hill,
not that far from where Lincoln
is laid." The best I can do.
You accept what I give, but we
both know what I give is
not enough, and when you go,
there's been a dusting of snow,
so it's difficult to scan the markers
simply set into the ground. You
know their names, but you
cannot find their stones. It
puzzles you, I know, that I cannot
send you with authority and
clarity to my parents' graves.
It's been years now since
I put them in the ground
and, though I mourn them, I
have not gone back, have never
even seen the ordered stones.
Such a gift for you to offergrief's duties as your own. And
I'm sorry that with love for me
you wandered through those stones,
disquieted, uncertain where
to pause. Because of me,
that day at least, both you
and they seemed rather lost.

Mary M. Brown
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basketball, economics, and Christianity in
a new Europe
James Herrick

SOON

AFTER ARRIVING IN

LITHUANIA

WE HEARD

the national joke regarding religion: "Lithuanians
have two religions, Catholicism and basketballbut only one of them is really important." When
the national team plays on television, the highways
of Lithuania are empty. Surprisingly, the Grateful
Dead are national heroes for helping pay the way
for Lithuania's team to play in the 1992 Olympics.
Sales of the Dead t-shirts raised over $250,000 for
charities and schools here in that year alone, and
the rockers' Lithuanian fund-raising juggernaut
continues to roll. Twelve top-notch professional
teams compete for Lithuania's national title. The
Klaipedos Neptunas, in the middle of a losing season, lost a heartbreaker to Panavagese on Friday
night and dropped to tenth place. The NBA looms
like Camelot.
Catholicism is the national religion, but basketball the national passion. However, a popular
Franciscan preacher from a growing and lively
church in Kretinga tells another joke about
Lithuanians and their religion: "There are two
kinds of Catholics in Lithuania-the pagan ones
and the Christian ones." Brother Gediminas' sermons are warm, humorous, and as biblically centered as any Southern Baptist evangelist's. His theology is almost indistinguishable from evangelicalism-a personal relationship with God the Father
through Jesus his son, though Jesus is our "naked
little brother." Gediminas and his passionate
Catholicism are giving basketball a run for its
money.
North American evangelicals have been entering the country in droves since 1991 as new businesses and educational institutions have filled the
vacuum left by the departing Russians. An oil
executive from Oklahoma chairs the church board
at St. John's Anglican Church in Klaipedos, and

the British pastor preaches to a standing-roomonly crowd of 200 students and expatriates on
Sunday evenings. Christian students from Albania
worship shoulder to shoulder with study-abroad
students from America, while Ukraine, Belarus
and even Ghana are also represented. To the
Lithuanian on the street, St. John's must seem an
enigma indeed.
Much of the Christian activity in western
Lithuania centers around Lithuania Christian
College, a remarkable institution that is the brainchild of a group of Canadian and Lithuanian
Mennonites who began working with the
Lithuanian Ministry of Education even before the
Soviets had departed the country. What would follow Communism as the new moral base of this
country? Higher education seemed a crucial factor
in developing a moral center for independent
Lithuania, and a tour of American and Canadian
colleges and universities was organized. The
Lithuanians were the most impressed with the
Christian liberal arts colleges they visited, and
LCC was organized first as an English language
institute. It is now a flourishing, small liberal arts
college that has recreated in an unexpected location-the port town of Klaipedos rather than the
capital of Vilnius-the look, feel, and curriculum
of a North American college. The main facility is
compact, bright, and attractive, and its new gymnasium would be the envy of many small American
schools. One local aficionado of the other
Lithuanian religion says that Lithuania Christian
College now has the best basketball practice facility in the Baltics.
Lithuania's pagan history is clearly evident in
a visit to the Hill of Witches on the beautiful
Curonian Spit that separates the southwestern
portion of the country from the Baltic as the Outer

Banks separate the mainland of North Carolina
from the Atlantic. Thomas Mann had his summer
home here. The last of the European countries to
embrace Christianity, Lithuanians are clearly
enamored of the richly detailed stories of witches,
devils, and pixies common among country folk.
Paganism is itself making something of a comeback here, though perhaps it was never really
absent from the Lithuanian psyche. "Does everyone know as many of these stories as you do?" I
asked our young tour guide. "Yes," he said,
"everyone." He refers to the Teutonic and
Livonian knights that brought the Christian faith
to this distant place as "Crusaders" who came here
to "baptize" Lithuanians and to destroy the last
bastions of paganism in Europe. Artists carved
more than 100 astonishing wooden sculptures
between 1979 and 1984, dramatically recalling this
other Lithuanian religion on the famous Hill.

STIJDENTS AT LITHUANIA CHRISTIAN COUEGE, IN

addition to the gospel of the four evangelists, are
hearing of yet another "new" path-the Liberal
Arts as a key to success. In a nation where specific job training in vocational colleges has been the
accepted path into an occupation, a case must be
made for studying philosophy, writing, public
speaking, and critical thinking. That case hangs on
an almost messianic hope of young Lithuanians in
the European Union, which Lithuania will enter in
May. As one student said, "This kind of education
is frightening, but it makes sense if one wants to
succeed in the new economy of the European
Union." Surprisingly well-stocked and gorgeously
decorated new stores suggest that a new economic day is dawning here, and shoppers are shoulderto-shoulder on a Saturday evening. Whence the
leaders of this coming order? A new economic
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hope for a rising generation is slowly opening
doors for the re-entrance into Europe of another
ancient European faith-the ars liberalis of
Cicero, Martianus Capella, and Petrarch. This
venerable curriculum prepared the free citizen to
participate in the institutions of a democratic
commercial state, and it is beginning to make
inroads with a younger generation who see their
success as dependent on analytic thinking and
public speaking, rather than on doing accounting
or running a lathe.
Nature abhors a vacuum, and no less spiritual
nature. Christianity, paganism, basketball, the
European Union, the liberal arts-Lithuania faces
a future in which the human spirit will draw its
hope from faiths new and old as the remnants of a
forcefully imposed Soviet Communism gradually
fade from the scene. Some here, even among the
young, still reminisce fondly about the social
equality of the Soviet era, but few really want such
a system to return. Too many remember relatives
and friends lost forever. If Brother Gediminas and
his with-it evangelical Franciscans indicate a growing vibrancy within Catholicism here, and if St.
John's warm and cosmopolitan worship betokens
a new culturally sensitive but biblical
Protestantism, Lithuania will enter its hopeful
future with fewer "pagans" among the Christians.
And perhaps the old joke about basketball and
Catholicism will soon be getting fewer laughs.

f

Spending this semester as a visiting instructor at
Lithuania Christian College, James Herrick,
author most recently of The Making of the New
Spirituality: The Eclipse of the Western
Religious Tradition (NP, 2003), is on sabbatical
from Hope College where he teaches rhetoric
and argumentation.
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just enough for the city
Tim Brown
I T HAPPENED AGAIN LAST NIGHT, ALTHOUGH I
really didn't hear the details until this morning.
Bang! Followed by successive bangs. . . . Eight
bangs to be exact. Eight pops of a gun at 11 pm.
Eight pops from some disgruntled person. Eight
shots, one street up. One prayer from myself, and
another for myself.
But, as I said, I really didn't hear about it until
the morning after. It was just a noise until my students walked into the classroom; then it became
deadly gunfire.
This gunfire is casual conversation for my students as they unload their books into their desks.
I have never seen people so surprised that they are
alive. It's almost as if they wake up every morning
and run their hands over their bodies, just to make
sure they're still intact. It's as if they say, "Yup, I
survived another night." I can imagine them shutting the front door behind them after six hours of
school, and thirty frightful minutes of a walk
home, feeling their bodies over as if to say,
"Hmmm. Another walk outside and I'm still here.
How did that happen?" Likewise, I can imagine
the night or the afternoon when these words fall
silent upon their lips, as they rest in the arms of
their savior. That day they would not be surprised.
It shouldn't come as a surprise to me that gunshots are heard here: high gang activity, low economic status, drugs available at every corner. On
these streets you only get out if you're taken out in
a hearse or a paddy wagon. Not a place you'd
think you would find a Lutheran elementary
school. But here Bethel Lutheran Church and
School is, and here I am as well. The surprises
haven't stopped coming since I started teaching
here. Even though this is my first year, I've gotten
used to surprises.
For instance, it surprised me that one of my
students knew who shot the gun that I had heard
the night before. A short, serious boy, he's not
much into studying or grades, but he shows up for

school every day. It's safe for him here in this classroom of 17. Only in the eighth grade, he knows
more about life, and about death, than I do. For
Omar, those shots weren't surprising; gunfire is a
a normal part of his life.
Not long before the gunshots, maybe three
weeks prior, Omar had been outside. He was sitting on his bike in a nearby alley when he heard
shots. Except this time the shots connected close
by. Very close by. Omar looked and the friend who
had been standing next to him was face down on
the ground, never to rise again. Yes, those shots
meant something to Omar, and I didn't realize
they were more than just pops of a gun, more than
simple bangs that we wistfully prayed against,
until that moment. They were the shots of his life.
In the flash of that powder, he literally saw his life
for the first time, and his friend's for the last.
When Omar was relating this story to me, this
quiet boy cried. A tear here, a wipe for good measure, and we were back to literature and algebraic
equations. But how can I continue with the lesson
now? More than that, how can I rise the next
morning and propose to these children that the
Gospel can somehow penetrate that gunfire? The
blaze of the gun is much stronger than the light of
Easter glory for Omar. No, for Omar the resurrection speaks softly. Barely a whisper.
That week in chapel, our principal talked
about death. He polled the young grade-schoolers
on how many of them were ready to die. I was initially taken aback by the question and I wondered
at its appropriateness. I was more taken aback by
the number of hands that were raised to say "Yes!"
to his question. A small hand here, a larger hand
there, a minor sea of willing "Christian soldiers,"
ready to die today.
They have to be. It's a thought they hold dear
in their hearts. Having attended this school for
enough years, they've heard about heaven and its
glorious pearly-gold gates, and they long to live at

the feast where the hot-lunch is more than the tinbake they get here at noon. Heaven is their ticket
out. But this ticket is troublesome; this "heaven" is
troublesome. To these children, heaven is the place
where all are rich, none are hungry, and everyone
is warm in the glow of God's eternal light. A much
more welcoming light than that sulfur pop Omar
saw and smelled three weeks back. This is a light
that shines on smiling faces and gleaming eyes
rather than bloodstains and tears. And this is their
ultimate goal, their prize at the end of their weary,
short journey. But I think this "heaven" is more
than troubling; it's deceptive.
The heavenly light that shone 2000 years ago
did not shine upon the gleaming face of a Christ
who was happily feasting. The reign of the
Messiah was not announced by the blaring horns
of Jericho or clashing cymbals of Psalm 150. The
reign of the Messiah is accompanied by the weeping of women, the smell of funeral oils, and the
slow, steady rumble of earth breaking and a God
coming to bear in love what the world itself cannot bear. The heavenly light shone on a man newly
washed for death. Here, the gates of heaven are
splintered wood and smattered blood. These are
tangible and familiar items on these streets. Items
these children can identify with more than any
pearly-gold, heavenly portal.

TH MY HAND oN OMAR's SHOULDER, I SEE
the splinters still in his flesh. He too died that
night along with his friend; he too caught a
glimpse of his own mortality. The heavenly visions
of gold are gone from his eyes. All I can see are
watery drops of pain that only a Christ can bear,
and Omar isn't Christ. But this is where God has
come to meet Omar. In his pain, in his heartache.
Christ has come to Omar in the shining light of a
popping gun, and that is Omar's reality. Does the
resurrection speak to Omar? No. It barely squeaks
his name. To Omar, I suspect, the resurrection is
the easy way out. Of course God can undo death
for himself, but can God undo death for Omar?
He has never experienced such a resurrection; he
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can't identify with it. But the death of Christ ...
oh, Omar can identify with that. It's all he knows,
and it's all he can hope for. Death is the only
release from the pain of life here. Heaven is a
dream, the cross is the reality. And yet, Omar lives
here on this cross, living to the fullest that his nails
will let him.
Thus I look at my own situation. Do I, too,
long for this resurrection with dangerous determination? Do the pearly-gold gates of heaven equal
success in my mind? I believe they do, all too
much. The pearly-gold is a sign of success. My success. And the chance to live joyfully, singing praises forever inside such gates is all too tempting for
me to put my sights on, and thus ignore the crossridden world I'm buried in. I reach for this heaven that my heart feels will offer relief, but my nails
prevent me from moving farther than this splintered wood.
The cross is where we live. It is here, surprisingly, that I find comfort, even while I gasp for
breath. For me the gold of heaven is devilishly
appealing, and it might become my god in the long
run. Rather, the splintered wood is where I see my
God the most, because that is where I see God's
people the most. They are here with their arms
outstretched, exposed on that cross, crying, and
praying a prayer that is born out of a heartache
existing long before you or I.
And so I, too, am hoisted up on those beams
with outstretched arms. Here I'm fully exposed to
the death that surrounds me. I live in this death,
Omar lives in this death, and so does Christ. The
hope of the cross, the hope for Omar, lies in that
we are somehow safe to live in the death of Christ.
Though I find myself on these rafters, it is here I
find God as well. Where is my pearly-golden success now? Swallowed, I think, in the words of a
dying Christ's cry of true success, "It is finished."

f

Tim Brown, a recent graduate of Valparaiso
University, is currently teaching seventh and eighth
grade at Bethel Lutheran School in Chicago as part
of the Lutheran Educational Alliance with
Parochial Schools (LEAPs) program.
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the truth isn't out there
A.P.

' ' P.OPLE LIE," ONE OF MY POUCE ACADEMY

instructors was fond of saying. "You are to be
aware of this." After two years working on the
street, I can say with conviction, "Holy Cats, do
they ever!" A classic example of this is when police
are called to a residence and encounter two people
involved in a domestic disturbance:
Person A: "I called you. Person B hit me,
broke this chair, and then threatened to kill me
with a knife. I didn't do anything."
Person B: "No, that's a lie. It was Person A
who hit me, broke the chair, and then threatened
me with a knife. I am blameless."
They can't both be telling the truth. So whom
do you believe? Not necessarily the one who
called the police. Sometimes two people will race
to the phone as if the first person to put a call
through automatically escapes culpability. But who
called doesn't mean a whole lot to us. We investigate, see who has visible injuries, talk to witnesses,
and then decide how things are going to go.
Sometimes we end up arresting Person A, prompting a plaintive cry of "But I called you." Yes,
Person A, you did, but after the hard work of discernment, we have determined that you lie like a
rug.
Because of all the untruths out there, police
officers tend to be a bit skeptical of people's tales
of woe. We're always trying to figure out what
angle somebody is working. Did this fellow who
wants to report his car stolen really have a rare
Ming vase and a tube-sock full of emeralds in his
trunk, or is he running an insurance scam? Is that
man conjuring up a tale about his wife neglecting
their children so he can gain full custody of them
in family court? Did this flatfoot from the suburbs
really get robbed at knifepoint in a dark alley by
two members of ethnic minorities? Or is that a
yarn he quickly assembled to hide the fact that
some hooker named Peaches, whom he rented for

fifteen minutes, swiped his wallet full of cash and
credit cards, something he'd rather his wife of
twenty years not be privy to? You don't want to
come right out and call someone a liar from the
get-go. We wear the white hat as long as possible,
but we can and should point out inconsistencies in
people's stories; we can and should seek the truth.
Some folks get upset when you question their
veracity. One time in a neighborhood that had
been hit with a rash of auto break-ins, I saw a fellow skulking around a car with a screwdriver. I
stopped him and asked him what he was doing.
"It's my car!" he protested. "I was just trying to fix
the radio!" Okay, I told him. I'll just run the plates
and see if they list it to you. "What do you need to
run the plates for?" he responded, awash in indignation. "I just told you this is my car!" Well, pal,
just because you say it doesn't make it so. I do not
possess the mystical ability to peer into someone's
soul and see the truth therein.

c A N Y0U IMAGINE WHAT IT WOULD BE UKE IF

the police always took people's word for it? You
come across a guy holding a smoking gun and
standing over a dead body.
"Sir, did you shoot this man?"
"No, officer, I did not."
"Okay, very well. Carry on then."
Sometimes, the police have the suspect cold.
But even when confronted with indisputable evidence, many liars won't budge. It's as if their lies
have attained a kind of critical mass; once in
motion, they can't be stopped. These falsehoods
fall into the category of How-The-Devil-Do-YouSay-That-With-A-Straight-Face? I think here of the
teenager fleeing from the police in a car with a broken window, a peeled steering column, and no ignition keys, who later claims a friend lent him the car
and he had no idea it was stolen. Or the suspect

caught with several bags of marijuana lodged deep
inside his buttocks who insists that the drugs aren't
his and he doesn't know how they got there. (In
keeping with this novel defense, the suspect's attorney might argue that obliviousness is no crime.)

YF.S,

lliE LIES GET THICK AND FAST.

You CAN

stack them like cords of firewood. You can use
them as a foundation for a home. If set end to end,
they would reach from the earth to the moon and
back four million ... well, you get the idea. And in
this sea of deception and half-truth, this bog of
misdirection and obfuscation, there are some scenarios that pop up again and again:
1. The Traffic Stop Name Game. You pull someone
over for a traffic violation and they claim to have
forgotten their license at home. Okay. It happens to
the best of us. So the driver gives you a name, you
run it, and it does indeed come back as somebody
who has a driver's license. The physical description
and address match that of the driver, and they can
even tell you the last time they got a speeding ticket. So they must be telling the truth, right? Not so.
Seasoned liars who may have warrants or a suspended license think nothing of memorizing their
friend's or brother's or cousin's name, date of
birth, and driving record, so if stopped by the
police, they can furnish the false information in
hopes that the officer will believe them and let
them go with a ticket that their unsuspecting
friend/relative will be stuck with, but that they
themselves will never have to pay. So, when in
doubt, police arrest drivers who have no ID, and
let fingerprints reveal the truth.

2. The Hit and Run Traffic Accident. If you are
able to track down the owner of the striking vehicle in a hit and run accident, he or she will often
claim their car was stolen and the "thief" must
have been the one involved in the accident.
Occasionally this explanation has not been
thought-out carefully, and prompts the following
exchange:
Police Officer: "If your car was stolen, why is
it sitting in your driveway?"
Car owner: "Uh, I guess the thieves returned it."
Police Officer: "Pretty considerate of them."
Car owner: "Does that happen a lot, thieves
returning cars?"
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Police Officer: "It's sort of rare."
Car owner: "I'm in a lot of trouble, aren't I?"
Police Officer: "You betcha."
Or, if you do locate someone who claims to be
the driver in a traffic accident, verify it with witnesses. The "driver" might be lying to cover for the
actual driver, a roommate, who is drunk and has a
revoked license.
3. The Shooting. There are innocent victims of
shootings who were in the wrong place at the
wrong time, and I feel for them. But, generally
speaking, shooting victims are not, shall we say, the
cream of the crop.
They are often drug dealers or gang members
who may have fired off some rounds themselves
before being hit. They tend to be lacking in the
verisimilitude department. Most of them don't call
the police when shot; the police only find out
because the victim ends up at the hospital, where
physicians are legally obligated to report gunshot
wounds to law enforcement.
Many of these victims know who shot them
but won't tell police, because they want to square
things themselves later. Or they lie about their
names because they have arrest warrants. Once in
a while, you'll get some character who claims he is
the victim of a random bullet in the street, but you
run his name, and he comes back as a convicted
felon.
We look long and hard at these felon-type
cases, because of the possibility that the felon accidentally shot himself while handling his gun ("Hey,
look guys, I can spin it on one finger like Tom
Mix." Bang! ·~gghhhhhh, my leg!") He doesn't
want the police to know the truth because felons in
possession of firearms do automatic federal prison
time. I myself have never had the pleasure, but I
have heard that to arrest a felon after an investigation shows that he shot himself is sheer, unadulterated bliss.
4. The John. I enjoy hearing johns' excuses for why
they were caught in a vehicle with a prostitute. The
explanations are usually torturous affairs that
wouldn't pass muster in a play court run by fouryear-olds. The last john I encountered denied any
wrongdoing. He claimed he was on his way home
from work when he got off the freeway because he
really needed to use the bathroom. A young lady
standing on a street corner then flagged him down

and asked him for a ride and he obliged. Just as he
drove away with her, the police stopped him. The
conversation that ensued went something like this:
Me: "How'd you end up here? The freeway is
three miles away."
John: "I didn't see any places with bathrooms."
Me: (Ticking off on my fingers all the bathrooms he had passed up). '~d the Mobile gas station, that makes eighteen."
John: "Yeah, I don't know."
Me: "Are you in the habit of giving rides to
scantily dressed females you do not know?"
John: "How was I supposed to know she was
a prostitute?"
Me: "Women in slinky outfits who stand on
inner-city street corners and ask complete
strangers for rides often are. So did you ever end
up using the restroom?"
John: "No."
Me: "Let me get this straight. You had to use
the toilet so badly that you exited the freeway,
drove three miles past any number of clean, public restrooms, ended up here at this corner, a corner which has no bathroom, a corner known only
for drugs and prostitution, and picked up some
random woman in stiletto heels, and were then
willing to drive all the way across town with this
stranger, all before using the bathroom you so desperately needed to use?"
John: "I used to be a Boy Scout. I like to
help people."
So that's what I included in my report after I
arrested him for prostitution-related loitering:
"Subject said he used to be a Boy Scout. Subject
stated he liked to help people." Some municipal
judge will get a kick out of it.
To combat these lies, you may employ certain
time-honored police tactics. For instance, say you
pull a car over and the driver claims not to speak
English but you have a hunch that he does. You
say, "Why do you have a twenty dollar bill on the
seat next to you," without pointing or gesturing. If
he takes the bait and looks, well, maybe his
English is a tad better than he's letting on. Or you
doggedly ask someone you suspect of lying to

retell the story and then take note (and make them
take note) of how the story evolves over time. And
you learn that some people give off signs when
they lie. They groom themselves while speaking
with you, or avert their eyes. They're like bad
poker players and the truth is not in them.

L

ERE ARE CONSEQUENCES FOR THESE UES. A

liar can (and often does) get arrested for the state
crime of obstructing an officer. Mter all, the liar
has tied up one officer, or in some cases many
officers, on what essentially is a groundless case.
And in lying, they have made the police more
prone to disbelieving actual victims. It's a bad
deal all around.
So we're sending a message when we slap the
cuffs on a "victim". The message is: Read your
Kant. Or Augustine. You shouldn't lie. Better get
used to telling it the way it is, folks.
Now don't get me wrong. I'm not casting
stones here. Cops lie too. But the Supreme Court
says we can, under certain circumstances, in furtherance of our investigation. So it's okay if we
tell a suspect that his buddy gave him up, even if
this is not the case. It's okay if we fib and tell the
suspect she was caught on a surveillance camera,
or a witness puts her at the crime scene. We don't
live in the ideal Kantian universe. We fight fire
with fire. To paraphrase the words of Elliot Ness
(or, at least, Kevin Costner), we have become
what we have beheld and are content that we
have done right.
So it goes. People lie. It's part of the job. You
learn to take everything with a grain of salt. Or a
bag of salt. Or a salt mine. You try not to get too
jaded. But due to their sheer volume, all these lies
become contagious. When my Aunt Edna asks me
how I like her brussel sprout quiche, I smile
unequivocally and say, "It lifts the human spirit." f

The editor would like to inform readers that A.P.
doesn't even have an Aunt Edna. And if he did, she
wouldn't make a brussel sprout quiche for him.

In celebration of 125 years of the study of law at Valparaiso
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responding to terrorism after September 11
Robert Blomquist
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another word for nothing left to lose," is memorable, but not helpful in grasping the dilemma
America faces after 9/11. We enjoy a panoply of
freedoms, to name but a few: Americans have the
right to vote and to petition the government for a
redress of grievances; religious liberties to practice
any religion or no religion; civil rights to be free
from unreasonable government searches and
seizures. These specific freedoms mean something
because they exist in a context of national security, not in a society of chaos and panic where there
is nothing left to lose. Our fears of acts of future
terrorism transcend the attacks on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon because these fears
could lead to an American society of disorder and
lawlessness. Why bother to vote or petition the
government or to attend a religious service in a
country where the free flow of commerce and
ideas has ceased and people hunker down in their
homes afraid to go outside, lest they be arrested by
a government intent on maintaining order?
In a recent edition of the Brookings Review
focusing on life after September 11, Michael H.
Armacost, President of the Brookings Institution,
observed: "Today the greatest threat to our
national security comes not from another superpower, but from networks of murderous fanatics
... [who] have demonstrated a readiness to die,
as well as kill, in the name of religion. They honor
no distinction between combatants and civilians."
This threat is all the more daunting because these
terrorists will attempt to use the openness of the
United States and other democracies against us.
America's critical infrastructure (consisting of
transportation, oil and gas production and storage, water supply, emergency services, food pro48149 The Cresset Epiphany/Lent 12004

duction and distribution, government services,
banking and finance, electric power, and telecommunications) is vulnerable to attack because in a
free society access to these sectors is difficult to
control. And, as pointed out by geopolitical strategist Harlan Ullman in his book Unfinished
Business "to the degree the nation overreacts and
restricts freedom and democracy on the grounds
of self-defense, terror will have succeeded."
So how can the United States prudently adjust
to the new reality of fanatical terrorism without
overreacting and undermining the fundamental
and traditional liberties of its people? Since a sine
qua non of a free America is a secure homeland,
Americans should be willing to do whatever it reasonably takes to assure a safe and secure society
free from future acts of terrorism. We need not,
however, anticipate a totalitarian, Big-Brother
State. The rational flexibility of the American legal
system-with its divided powers, its checks and
balances, and its tradition of an independent judiciary-maximizes the odds that the actions government takes to prevent terrorism will be measured, appropriate, and reasonable. Our constitutional scheme of ordered liberty has endured for
over two centuries and will, with our wide-eyed
attention to practical reason, survive the trauma of
recent events.
Indeed, the tradition of reasonableness is layered throughout American law. Our tort law
expects that people will act as the "reasonably prudent" person would have acted under similar circumstances. Our contract law requires one who is
injured by a material breach by another to take
reasonable measures to mitigate damages stemming from the breach. Our criminal law mandates
that the State prove every fact connected with a

crime by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Our
constitutional law protects our peoples' "persons,
houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable
searches and seizures" by the government.
Through practical reason American institutions like the FBI, the CIA, and the Department of
Defense can resolve the apparent paradox facing
America in responding to the realities of
September 11: if the Government tries to monitor,
detect, disable, and apprehend the fanatics linked
to Osama bin Laden or other terrorist groups
before they do harm to America's critical infrastructure and way of life, the freedom of ordinary
Americans and welcomed visitors from abroad
will probably be jeopardized. The seeming paradox can be addressed through the genius of the
American legal tradition. Built upon constitutional commands, statutory provisions and the common law opinions of an independent judiciary, the
on-going evolution of American law should give
us solace that our society can simultaneously lick
terrorism without destroying our freedoms.
The American legal tradition at its best, is an
exemplar of practical reason. It embodies the
2,300-year-old admonition of Aristotle, writing in
the Nicomachean Ethics, that "[m]atters of conduct have nothing fixed or invariable about them,
any more than matters of health" since "UJust as in
the arts of Medicine and Helmsmanship, agents
have to consider what is pros ton kairon [suited to
the occasion]." American law is accustomed to
reconciling the general and the particular, to melding abstract principles with concrete circumstances, to making incremental adjustments to
order in juxtaposition with liberty as the occasion
requires. Just as a good sailor or a good doctor
learns how to change tack or alter treatment, as
the case may be, good American legal actorsfrom legislators to executive officials to judgeslearn to be pliable, elastic, resilient, lithe, and versatile as the occasion requires. Sometimes, in the
face of national emergency, American law needs to
bend, without breaking, to meet the circumstance.

P ERRE

SCHLAG, AN AMERICAN LAW PROFESSOR

at the University of Colorado, has provided us
with a structure for describing the form, nature
and challenges of legal relations between
American government and its citizens that will
allow us to maintain our high levels of freedom

and a higher level of national security against terrorists. In "The Aesthetics of American Law"
(Harvard Law Review, February 2002), Schlag
describes four legal aesthetics: grid; energy; perspectivist; and disassociative. These four legal
aesthetics are the "recurrent forms that shape the
creation, apprehension, and identity" of
American law.
Approaching the problem of freedom in the
age of terrorism under Schlag's grid aesthetic ( "a
two-dimensional area divided into a contiguous,
well-bounded legal spaces .... [that are] divided
into doctrines, rules and the like."), we must consider the absolute rights guaranteed in the U.S.
Constitution. In responding to terrorism, the
Government must continue to respect the clarion
call of the First Amendment that government
"shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press,
or of the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances." Likewise, Government counterterrorism policy must not run afoul of the Fourth
Amendment right against unreasonable searches
and seizures; the Government must continue to
honor the Fifth Amendment's rule against selfincrimination, the Sixth Amendment's right to a
"speedy and public trial," the Eighth
Amendment's prohibition against "cruel and
unusual punishment," and the Fourteenth
Amendment's guarantee of "due process of law"
and "equal protection of the laws."
But the grid aesthetic is tempered by the energy aesthetic where "law is cast in the image of
energy" and "[c]onflicting forces of principle, policy, values, and politics collide and combine in
sundry ways . . . [p]recedents expand or contract
in accordance with the push and pull of policy and
principle." It is tempered well by the perspectivist
aesthetic, which recognizes that "the identities of
law and laws [tend to] mutate in relation to point
of view. As the frame, context, perspective, or
position of the actor or observer shifts, both fact
and law have different identities."
It is under the energy aesthetic and the perspectivist aesthetic that we recognize the ability of
American law to bend. September 11 echoes other
times in American history when the nation faced
grave dangers-for example, when the
Confederacy sought to secede from the Union, or

World War I when radicals sought to violently
overthrow the Government, and the Cold War
when the CIA spied on the Soviet Union and
some American citizens. Then, as now, concern
for national security suddenly became extremely
important. President Bush and the US Congress
have responded to the increased national security threat by creating the Department of
Homeland Security. The President has also
directed the long-term detention and questioning
of suspected terrorists with links to the events of
September 11. (This action has a historic parallel
with President Lincoln's suspension of habeus
corpus during the 1860s.)
The President and the Congress have also
crafted new legislation-the so-called Patriot
Act-that will cut back, to a degree, on preSeptember 11 freedoms. This has a similar dynamic to the reasonable passage by Congress of the
Espionage Act of 1917 and the Sedition Act of
1918. The judiciary will, no doubt, be called upon
to adjudicate individual cases involving the application of homeland security laws and policies. The
courts will probably articulate new principles for
interpreting the text of the Constitution that grant
marginal deference to government officials seeking to prevent acts of terrorism. This resolution of
the heightened tension between individual liberties and government necessity will resemble the
Supreme Court's reasonable fashioning of the
"clear and present danger" test in Schenk v. United
States (1919) and the "bad tendency" test in
Abrams v. United States (1919). In Schenk, with
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes writing the opinion, the Court concluded that First Amendment
protection should not be extended during wartime
to protect speech hindering the war effort. In
Abrams, the Court invented a test that allowed
speech to be prohibited if it was a type that tends
to bring about harmful results. Thus, America's
grid-like rules are not impervious to the effects of
colliding ideas and altered perspectives.
But the key potential peril for the American
legal tradition is the disassociative aesthetic-an
aesthetic that, in theory, can come to characterize
American law at its worst. With the push and pull
on the grid aesthetic of textual constitutional freedoms brought about by the dramatic change in
perspective after September 11 and the striking
change in the nature of the threats to our national
security-threats outside our borders as well as
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threats within-the systemic danger we face is that
American law will implode into chaos. Under a
disassociative aesthetic, according to Schlag, "[t]he
crucial contribution of the prior aesthetics-the
grid (and its fixed identities), energy (and its quantifiable magnitudes) and perspective (and its identifiable relations)-have all collapsed. No determinable identities, relations or perspectives survive." Thus, to the extent that American government officials and judges distort the national security threats posed by alleged terrorists, and forget
the noble tradition of our legal system, there is the
danger of immoral and unwarranted policies, such
as the restrictions placed on the rights of persons
of Japanese ancestry during World War II and the
Supreme Court's approval of these security measures in Korematsu v. United States (1944).
How can the American legal system live up to
its best qualities while avoiding the pitfalls of its
worst tendencies? There are no nostrums to guide
our policymakers and judges with mathematical
exactitude. What is required is that we maintain
our attitude of skeptical pragmatism and attention
to change and perspective within the grid of the
Constitution. In Return to Reason, philosopher
Stephem Toulmin emphasizes Aristotle's delicate
sense of the occasion at hand, as illustrated by his
model of helmsmanship for human conduct.
Following Aristotle, we should be guided by practical reason as we ask the following questions
regarding any proposed counterterrorism measure.
First, what are the stubborn facts-as opposed
to fanciful optimistic or pessimistic theories-of
the immediate threat to our security (including all
uncertainties in this situation)? Second, what are
the shared values of our American system of
ordered liberty that we should draw on in
responding to this security threat? Third, what are
the rival interests of the alleged terrorists? And,
finally, what is the practical balance between the
stubborn facts, shared values, and rival interests?
Asking these questions, we will retain the security
that gives freedom its value.

L E UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT HAS

recently taken up two civil liberties/anti-terrorism
cases that will test the practical reason of
American law. The first case involves sixteen foreigners arrested by Northern Alliance Forces in
the 2001-02 war in Mghanistan and since then

held with about 600 other foreign "enemy combatants" in America's stockade in Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba. These alien enemy combatants have
not been charged with any crime, have been
denied access to legal counsel, and have had their
personal freedoms severely curtailed. The second
case that the Supreme Court has decided to hear
consists of two consolidated matters: (a) United
States citizen Yasser Hamdi who was arrested by
Northern Alliance Forces during the Afghanistan
war as an "enemy combatant" and (b) United
States citizen Padilla who was arrested at
Chicago's O'Hare Airport in 2002 under
Government suspicion that he conspired with AI
Qaeda terrorists to detonate a radioactive "dirty
bomb" in the United States. Both Hamdi and
Padilla have been imprisoned in the Guantanamo
Bay brig for over a year, have not been charged
with any offense, have been denied access to a
lawyer, and are severely restricted in their personal liberties.

A MEFJCAN

PRACTICAL REASON SHOULD BE

applied by the Supreme Court in distinguishing
between the various types of litigants involved in
the anti-terrorism cases at bar. Most fundamentally, Padilla, an American citizen arrested on
American soil, has a compelling case that his constitutional rights are being violated. Unless the
Government charges him with a crime or crimes,
it is clear that his Fourth Amendment right against
unreasonable seizures, Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimination, Sixth Amendment
rights to a "speedy and public trial," right to confront witnesses against him, and right to legal
counsel, are being violated during his detention
and questioning at Guantanamo Bay.
Moreover, it also seems that Padilla's Fifth
Amendment right to be free of being deprived of
his liberty without due process of law and his
Fourteenth Amendment right to equal protection
of the laws are also being violated by the
Government. Why is Padilla's status less substantial than that of John Walker Lindh, an American
citizen apprehended in Afghanistan as an enemy
combatant? Lindh was charged with criminal
offenses in the United States and accorded
respect for his constitutional liberties. Indeed,
the Government's failure to justify Padilla's con-

tinued imprisonment smacks of the lawless disassociative aesthetic.
Hamdi's situation is a bit more ambiguous
than Padilla's. While also a US citizen (by virtue of
being born in the United States during his parents'
brief stay in this country), Hamdi was apprehended in Afghanistan as an enemy combatant.
Hamdi's case seems comparable to Lindh, but
Hamdi has been imprisoned on a US military base
without being charged with any crime and without
being given basic safeguards like the right to counsel. While it is arguable that Hamdi's arrest during
war in a foreign country took him out of the civilian protections of the US Constitution, thereby
subjecting him to treatment as a prisoner of war,
his treatment raises the strong argument that his
equal protection rights are being violated.
Moreover, it does not appear that Hamdi has been
given the rights of a prisoner of war under international law.
This leaves the Supreme Court with the less
problematic scenario of the sixteen foreign enemy
combatants apprehended in Afghanistan. It would
appear that practical reason suggests that these
individuals not be accorded the protections of the
U.S. Constitution because of their alien status, their
capture on foreign soil, and their actions in waging
war against the Northern Alliance. And yet, are
these persons, who clearly seem to fit the international legal standard of POWs, entitled to no legal
protection? The United States Government has not
done a very good job of explaining to the American
people and to the international community why
these prisoners are exempt from the basic protections of international law such as those contained
in the Geneva Convention.
Like it or not, the US Government needs to
engage in a delicate balancing act in weighing
American national security interests against basic
civil liberties. American officials can, with the
application of practical reason, protect the
nation's vital security interests while, concomitantly, respecting the rights of others. Given the
Government's track record thus far in the post9/11 era, there's plenty of room to improve its balancing act.
Robert Blomquist is Professor of Law at the
Valparaiso University School of Law.

even our virtues must be burned away
]ennifer Ferrara

I

srr ON mE BOARD oF DAYSPRING HoMES

("Through the tender Mercy of our God, With
which the Dayspring from on high has visited us;
To give light to those who sit in darkness and the
shadow of death, To guide our feet into the way of
peace." Lk. 1:78), a not-for-profit corporation
that runs residential homes for mentally challenged adults. The founder of this organization is
a devout, passionate, indefatigable nun. Though
Dayspring accepts residents from all religious
backgrounds, the atmosphere in the homes is distinctly Catholic.
Recently, I attended a Mass for the residents,
employees and board members of Dayspring
Homes. Though I had spent time with the residents before, I had never had the privilege of worshipping with them. As I watched them receive the
Body and Blood of our Lord, I was deeply moved
by their obvious, if somewhat boisterous, reverence. The look of sheer, childlike joy on their faces
was unlike anything I have ever witnessed.
For several years, I have taken a group of students from my childrens' school to one of the
Dayspring homes to help out with cleaning and
yard work. Every time, several mothers have told
me they make their children go so that their kids
might see how fortunate they are in comparison to
others. It is so easy, they point out, to take all that
we have for granted. Though I have never had the
courage to tell them so, these well meaning moms
are mistaken. We do not learn how blessed we are
from the mentally challenged, we learn how small
and how deficient we are in comparison. They are
the saints who reveal to us our shortcomings.
When I think about my experiences with the
mentally challenged, I am reminded of a short
story, "Revelation," by the great Catholic writer
Flannery O'Connor. The main character, Mrs.
Turpin, is a middle-class, Southern, church-going,
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white woman who in her own words has "a little
of everything, and a good disposition besides."
Whenever she thinks about her blessings, she
brims with gratitude. She just feels like shouting,
"Thank you, Jesus, for making everything the way
it is! I could have been different."
However, this sanguine view of herself and her
life is shattered while she sits in a doctor's waiting
room reflecting upon her good fortune in comparison to the poor creatures who are waiting with her.
Suddenly, unprovoked, a very unattractive, upper
middle-class white girl attacks her saying, "Go back
to hell where you came from, you old wart hog."
Mrs. Turpin knows this is a message from Jesus, and
she is furious. She demands to know what he means
by such a statement. The answer comes in the form
of a vision. She sees a purple streak forming a
bridge from earth to heaven.
"Upon it a vast horde of souls were
rumbling toward heaven. There were
whole companies of white-trash, clean for
the first time in their lives, and bands of
black niggers in white robes, and battalions of freaks and lunatics shouting and
clapping and leaping like frogs. And
bringing up the end of the procession was
a tribe of people whom she recognized at
once as those who . . . had always had a
little of everything and the God-given wit
to use it right.... They were marching
behind the others with great dignity,
accountable as they had always been for
good order and common sense and
respectable behavior. They alone were on
key. Yet she could see by their shocked
and altered faces that even their virtues
were being burned away."
Mrs. Turpin pities all those who have not had
her luck in life. In fact, "to help anybody out that

needed it was her philosophy of life." But her pity
is the face of contempt. She pities those to whom
she feels superior, those whom she has determined
serve no use. Yet, those whom society sees as serving no purpose are often the ones closest to God
because they recognize their dependence upon
him. Meanwhile, those traits which we admire
most in ourselves and others-intelligence,
wealth, self-reliance, common sense, respectability-become occasions for sin. They create barriers in our relationship with God because they
become points of pride and prejudice. We shall
have to give them up (or, at least, our reliance
upon them) in order to enter the kingdom of God.
When I am with my mentally challenged
friends, I am acutely aware of what is lacking in
my relationship with God-childlikeness, amazement and wonderment-qualities which are so
much in evidence when they receive the Eucharist.
In Unless You Become Like This Child, theologian
Hans Urs von Bathasar says childlikeness is a sense
of the intrinsic worth of each moment of existence. According to him, Jesus himself looks up to
the Father with an eternal childlike amazement:
"this amazement derives from the much deeper
amazement of the eternal Child who, in the
absolute Spirit of Love, marvels at Love itself as it
permeates and transcends all that is." Therefore,
to be Christ-like is to be childlike.
Our culture, the culture of death, does not
value those qualities that make people childlike
and, therefore, Christ-like. We give lip service to
the idea that every individual has intrinsic worth,
but our actions belie the sentiment. The notion
that every individual matters to God from the time
of his or her conception is as radical an idea today
as it was in Jesus' time. Jesus, in fact, takes it one
step further and proclaims those who are of no
value to society are precisely those to whom the
kingdom of God belongs. "Let the children come
to me, and do not hinder them; for to such

belongs the kingdom of heaven." (Mt. 19:14}. As
von Balthasar points out, the value of childhood
lies in its "uselessness." Children understand they
are wholly dependent upon another. A culture that
does not understand the importance of "uselessness" (utter dependence) will be a culture in which
abortion is widespread, with mentally challenged
babies being the first to go. That which is not useful is dispensable, and the unborn are useful only
insofar as they serve our needs-which is why, as
a society, we both dote upon and kill our children
depending upon the value we assign to them.

A O V E ALL ELSE, WE VALUE TECHNOLOGICAL

knowledge and power because these give us the
illusion that we can control our own fate; there is
little room for the weakest among us. As Pope
John Paul II writes in Evangelium Vitae, human
"conscience itself, darkened as it were by ... widespread conditioning, is finding it increasingly difficult to distinguish between good and evil in what
concerns the basic value of human life." If we are
ever again to see clearly, our "virtues"-those
qualities we admire most in this society-will have
to be burned away.
The mentally challenged can help us regain
our sight. They remind us that existence itself is
intrinsically beautiful because every life has been
created by God. My friends are not to be pitied.
God chose them from all eternity to be His saints
among us and to teach us what is truly important.
I am indeed blessed to know them and to learn
from them something about the true nature of sin
and virtue, faith and love. f

Jennifer Ferrara, a formerly ordained minister of
the ELCA, is a Roman Catholic lay woman. She
resides in Pennsylvania with her husband, twin
sons, and daughter.
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the coming of a lowest-common-denominator nation

Robert Benne

I CAME TO ROANOKE COLLEGE IN THE
early 1980s, the college was having serious problems of student alcohol abuse. (Happily, conditions are much better now.) The President
appointed a task force to look into the situation
and make recommendations. Being the new guy
on the block, I was asked to do the writing. I
developed arguments against alcohol abuse from
several points of view-public health, self interest,
classical Greek (moderation), and Christian (your
body is the dwelling place of the Holy Spirit).
When I brought a draft to the faculty task force,
one member objected to the Christian argument.
"We are not all Christians at this college," she said
vehemently. Of course, if one carried her argument to its logical conclusion, we probably could
not have argued anything at all, because someone
in the college community would not have shared
its perspective.
That faculty person was confusing a descriptive (what is) claim with a normative (what ought
to be). She was right descriptively. Not everyone at
the college was a Christian. But neither did everyone share a Greek perspective, nor a public health
viewpoint. Some students couldn't even see it in
their self interest not to drink to oblivion. This
should not deter the college from making normative statements on the basis of its heritage.
Roanoke College has a Lutheran, Christian heritage that carries normative principles that ought
to be publicly argued. It is also a liberal arts college
that appreciates a classical wisdom that commends
certain virtues and condemns certain vices. It also
relies on less noble appeals against binge drinking:
it appeals to self-interest (You'll damage your
chances of staying in school.) and public health
(You'll ruin your health-Take a look at those
damaged livers!).
I was appealing to principles defining who
w.FN
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essentially we are as a college, which I had every
right and obligation to do. Diversity of opinion in
the student body and faculty could not appropriately undercut these normative appeals.

***
This story provides an analogy to what is happening to our nation, something that is very disturbing. Because we are becoming more diverse, we
are being cajoled into giving up our normative tradition. That is leading to a lowest-commondenominator nation, one that stands for less and
less because, allegedly, there are few places we all
stand. We are giving up our essential ideals for a
least offensive minimum.
The most dangerous reduction of our heritage
is the gradual leaching out of the transcendent
dimension in our national tradition. It is quite
clear that from the beginning our tradition has
posited something above and beyond the nation
that blesses, guides, and judges it. There is something higher than the nation that establishes
human rights and obligations. Of course that
something is God, the God of the Judea-Christian
tradition refracted for some through the lens of
the moderate British Enlightenment. As the pledge
has it, this nation is "under God." (This
Enlightenment conception of God was itself something of a lowest-common-denominator religious
articulation, but one that gave Jews and Christians
a useful instrument for talking publically about
God.)
This religious heritage-who we essentially
are-carries some very important freight. Above
all, it affirms the sacredness of every individual. It
guarantees God-given rights to each personrights to which The nation itself is beholden.
Because of these, the nation, in principle must
treat each person with respect. Though violated

in practice, this central moral principle grounded
in our national religious heritage is the spiritual
center of our nation's quest for justice. It is essential to our life as a decent nation. Perhaps the
sacredness of the individual can be sustained for a
time on humanistic grounds, but in the long run,
I suspect, those grounds will become weaker,
degenerating into a pragmatism (life is worthwhile only if it is useful) to which a pragmatic
nation is always tempted. Such, at least, seems the
testimony of the bloody twentieth century.

L E AMERICAN TRADITION-WHO WE ESSEN-

tially are-provides for conscientious objection.
The objector can appeal to One higher than the
nation in refusing to fight for the nation that harbors him or her. This religious dimension of
America provides fertile grounds for reform.
Martin Luther King, Jr., for example, masterfully
appealed to both Christian and civil religious
sources in the massive civil rights movement of the
sixties. Those sources provide transcendent principles that continually summon us to reform our
practice. Such appeals were also behind the campaigns for abolition, prohibition, and women's
suffrage. Our tradition legitimated such claims in
a way that other nations simply cannot or will not.
This transcendent dimension in our tradition
also enabled a leader like Abraham Lincoln to
interpret the Civil War as the judgment of God on
both sides. Lincoln's appeal to the God above our
nation allowed him to call for humility, forgiveness, and a new beginning. His Gettysburg
Address and Inaugural Addresses are high-water
marks in the exercise of this religious dimension in
our national heritage-who we essentially are.
Indeed, the American tradition ensures religious liberty, the rights of religious association,
and of free, public religious expression. It institutionally separates the church and the state, but
guarantees the lively interaction of religion and
politics. Much of this tradition arises from religious sources that hold that the deepest connection between humans and God cannot and ought
not be coerced by the state-or anyone, for that
matter. Religious liberty itself has religious roots.

** *
This normative tradition is under serious attack
from several directions. One attack follows from

the near absolutization of "individual rights" by
advocacy groups like the American Civil Liberties
Union and Americans United for Separation of
Church and State. Not only have these advocacy
groups given individual rights absolute priority
over the rights of the community, they have inflated the right to be free from coercion and oppression to the right to be free from offense and irritation. Like the concern of the faculty member in
our alcohol abuse task force that my Christian
argument would offend those who weren't
Christian at the college, the ACLU argues-in
courts, not in faculty committee rooms-that our
normative tradition should be reduced to levels
that will not offend or irritate anyone. According
to the ACLU and Americans United, citizens now
have the right not to be offended by our normative
tradition. Offense is oppression. The petitioners
against the "under God" clause in the Pledge of
Allegiance are not counseled to tolerate and live
with the normative tradition; rather, they are
encouraged to change the normative tradition.
Moreover, they don't try to change the tradition
by persuasion; they change it by the coercive
power of courts. Lawyers and judges trained in
legal positivism and realism do not see any continuing connection between American law and religiously-based morality and are therefore likely to
cooperate in reducing our tradition to the lowest
common denominator.

w
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EACH SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTION OF

the courts, our public square is further denuded
of the religious dimension that defines who we
essentially are. Individual rights pressed to
absurd lengths by activist advocacy groups and
secularized courts sympathetic to those initiatives
are successfully subverting the normative
American tradition.
A second attack comes from a malevolent
multiculturalism. (Such a multiculturalism ought
to be distinguished from a benign form that simply
wants to affirm and enjoy a variety of races, classes, ethnicities, and nationalities in our social life.
The current infatuation with "diversity" can likewise include both benign and destructive forms.)
Malevolent multiculturalism, a phenomenon of
academic elites, intentionally attacks any normative tradition as oppressive. We got an early whiff
of this when Jesse Jackson led students in an attack

on the accepted collection of readings used in
English courses at Stanford University. Those
readings, they charged, were mostly the product
of dead, white European and American males.
Those readings were enshrined in the canon by living, white American males who had a deep selfinterest in keeping higher education under their
collective thumb. Open the canon up to other
voices, cried the demonstrators. That in itself was
not a bad idea, since women and minorities had
often been overlooked in the process of building
the canon.
But corrosive multiculturalism takes another
step. It argues that the normative tradition in literature, for example, is so corrupted by sexism,
classism, and racism that it can no longer be held
as normative. Other voices "from the margins"
have equality with, if not precedence over, those
old "oppressors." Indeed, such multiculturalism
asserts a radical egalitarianism. All voices are
equally compelling-except for oppressive voices
of the old tradition-because each operates out of
social contexts that are unique and incomparable.
Thus, many fields in the humanities and social sciences cannot claim any normative tradition.
Instead, they often break into a tribalism that finds
few commonalities within or among areas of
study. They move toward chaos, a level below a
lowest common denominator consensus. Truth be
told, many of our universities exhibit precisely
that chaos.

***
Malevolent multiculturalism also attacks the normative American national tradition in a similar
fashion. It encourages new immigrants not to
assimilate into the normative tradition but to
maintain allegiance to the home country. It denies
that immigrants should learn English and attacks
the idea that English is the "established language."
Because all cultures are equal in its eyes, it refuses
to give normative status to the American tradition.
It often encourages separatism and hostility to the
majority. It raises age-old claims that the
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Southwest really belongs to Mexico or that the
Midwest belongs to American Indian tribes. Like
university-based multiculturalism, it too sinks
below a lowest common denominator approach to
one that flirts with chaotic-and ultimately, violent-pluralism.

THERE ARE MANY MORE AREAS IN WHICH BOTH

kinds of attack press toward the lowest-commondenominator. Right now the crucial social institution of marriage is under great pressure. Gays and
lesbians want to make marriage more inclusive by
redefining it toward a lower common denominator. Biologically-based complementarity between
male and female-with its possibility of procreation-is no longer relevant in such a definition.
Looser-and lower-definitions of marriage may
well include marriage of three- or foursomes, of
fathers and their adult daughters, and of different
species. Once we destroy the normative tradition,
there is no telling how many variations that lowest
common denominator might include. It can be
reduced to near chaos. Mter all, "who is to tell
free individuals what is right?"
We risk a lot in allowing our normative tradition to be diminished. Lacking a solid set of substantive ideals, our nation's diversity can move
from a healthy sociological diversity to a dangerous loss of consensus on the first principles that
define us as a nation and people. It's time to attend
seriously to normative themes. Because some people do not agree with those themes does not mean
that we should not continue to hold them as normative. Those who do not share them should be
free to dissent and should certainly not be viewed
as second-class citizens. But they ought not prevail, because a lowest-common-denominator
nation would be one without soul or substance,
one to which there would be no compelling reason
to pledge allegiance.

f

Robert Benne is the Director of the Roanoke
College Center for Religion and Society.

LUTHER AFTER
FOUR CENTURIES
BY JAROSLAV PELIKAN, JR.
(first published February 1946)

Martin Luther died February
18th, 1546...
Midway between Abraham
Lincoln's birthday on February 12
and George Washington's birthday
on February 22 comes February
18, the four hundredth anniversary of the death of Martin Luther.
Many a pious American
Protestant will choose to see deep
meanings here: his Americanism
and his Protestantism blended at
last, and contemporary culture
standing fast in the freedom
wherewith Christ hath made us
free. Others will claim, as did
Ernst Troeltsch in Protestantism
and Progress, that there is little or
no continuity between the
Reformer and modern culture, will
embalm him by calling him
"medieval," and will pause in
memory of a man who once was
great, but who must now be consigned to the limbo of the fathers.
But the singular coincidence
noted above must give all of us
pause. After four centuries, does
Luther have a meaning within the
context of present-day life and
thought? I somewhat doubt it.
Rather, it would seem that
Luther's faith, in our day as in his
own, was not the foundation of
culture, nor yet its product, but
the negation of the possibility of
civilization's redemption in terms
of any human effort.

what is success?

That fact becomes quite
apparent if one compares Luther's
standards of success with those of
modern
bourgeois
society.
Following the lead of its Lord, the
Christian faith has always asserted
that a man's life consisteth not in
the abundance of the things which
he possesseth. Luther's critique of
materialistic acquisitiveness was
severe enough to merit quotation
in Das Kapital: "Whoever consumes, robs or steals the nourishment of another, commits as great
a murder, as far as in him lies, as
he who lets a man starve or utterly destroys him.... As Cato says,
little thieves are put into stocks,
great thieves strut around in gold
and silk."
With this critique, however,
many moderns would agree completely. For materialism is becoming passe; material and financial
success are not enough, and many
thinking people have realized that.
They have come to see that, people may eat and drink and spend
until they want no more, and yet
be miserable as a result. There is,
therefore, a call for a return to
spiritual values to raise men up.
When that has been accomplished,
so we are told, things will be well.
But it is precisely here that
Luther's sharpest criticism makes
itself heard. Human efforts break
down most miserably not in man's
lowest, but m his highest,
moments; man sins most grievously not when he is bad, but when he
tries to be good.
There is remarkable substantiation for this insight of Luther's in
Fyodor Dostoyevsky. The novelist

is kind to the slattern Grushenka,
patient with Fyodor Pavlovitch the
to
degraded,
sympathetic
Raskolnikov's torments of soul,
even gentle with Ivan Karamazov,
who saw demons and doubted
God. His scorn is reserved for a
figure like the Grand Inquisitornot because the Inquisitor was
irreligious, but because he was so
incurably "religious" and so completely satisfied with the manner
and results of his pious life.
Luther had discovered in the
monastery that his deepest
moments of sin came in his highest
moments of religious exercise,
when he congratulated himself on
his piety. Thus he came to the conclusion that success, elusive and
evil enough in the material realm,
is damning in the spiritual. For a
man who gloats over his earthly
goods has made money his god,
and has committed the sin of idolatry; but a man who gloats over his
spiritual goods has made the Ego
his god, and has committed the sin
of self-deification.
the problem of authority

. .. Luther's work stands as a
constant criticism of the culture it
has helped to create. An excellent
illustration of that is in the problem of freedom and authority.
Martin Luther protested
against a system of authority well
characterized by Paul Tillich as
heteronomous-rule by another,
external to the self. In this protest
Luther was at one with modern
liberal views. But he substituted
for heteronomy an even more
dominating theonomy-rule by
God; modern liberal thought, on

the other hand, would set up an
autonomy-rule by the self. When
Luther criticized the despotism of
the medieval Church, he did so in
the name of a God who is the Lord
of the Church and of the State and
of their members. Though he
feared no man, defied Pope and
Emperor, and spurned the proffered protection of Frederick the
Wise, Luther ever acknowledged
the lordship of Him at whose
name every knee must bow.
It is, therefore, a travesty to
try to make of Luther the father
either of modern political liberalism or of Nazi totalitarianism.
Modern political liberalism is basically autonomous; therein lies its
strength and appeal, but therein is
also contained the weakness which
has caused it to bog down: while
demonstrating that human authorities are all, in Byron's words,
"pagod things of saber sway, with
fronts of brass and feet of clay," it
often leaves the human heart with
no lord or master, a circumstance
which, as has again been shown by
Dostoyevsky, leads logically to suicide. Totalitarianism realistically
recognizes the fact that man must
have a lord, defined by Luther as
"that from whose goodness and
power you certainly expect all
good things, since to have a god is
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nothing else than to believe and
trust in him from your whole
heart." But totalitarianism can easily sin by making itself such a lord,
or by regarding the lordship of
Jesus Christ as little more than the
extension and support of its own
domination.
But Luther's conception of
authority excludes autonomy as
violently as it destroys heteronomy, insisting that both are very
inaccurate facsimiles, cheap burlesques, of the rule of man by the
hand of God. Whenever that
dialectic is mollified, Luther's
dynamic goes by the board. The
Christian Gospel, as Luther understood it, must always be like the
Spirit of God at creation's dawn,
brooding over the face of the
waters, acting upon the world, but
never, in that acting, becoming
involved in the world or tied to it.
Luther's criticism
This was, according to Luther,
why Judaism failed. Because the
Jewish people had received the
revelation from on high that the
life of Israel was bound to that of
God, they soon came to think that
the life of God was bound to that
of Israel. ...
Such was Luther's criticism of
Judaism. It was also his condemna-

tion of medieval culture: "not letting God be God" were his words,
what with Christ in a little box on
the altar, and God bound to a man
on the Tiber. Nor would his critique of modern civilization be
substantially different. In Luther's
eyes, as one of his recent interpreters has well summarized, "religion is not the sure ground upon
which human culture safely rests;
it is the place where civilization
and its partner, barbarism, are rendered fundamentally questionable."
Mter four centuries, Luther is,
to use Troeltsch's word, irrelevant-not because he was, as that
scholar claimed, "medieval," but
because the Christian Gospel is
irrelevant and a sign spoken
against; it is, as one of its early
preachers admitted and even
boasted, foolishness and a stumbling-block, Luther is irrelevant
because his Lord was to him and is
to all men a challenge and a crisis
and a Savior from themselves.
Luther is irrelevant because the
Church's task in relation to civilization is ... a basically negative
one, Luther is irrelevant, and will
remain so, as long as the whole
creation groans and travails
together, waiting for the manifestation of the sons of God.
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